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Can Arctic warming influence the midlatitude jetstream? 

Model simulations & theory
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Modeling evidence

500 hPa geopotential height  
response in Jan.-Feb.

height responses at 1000 and 500 hPa, are shown in
Fig. 12. The circulation responses are weak (generally
,10 m and not statistically significant) during the warm
season (June–September), in accord with the small re-
sponse of the net surface energy fluxes. Although the
circulation responses are larger and statistically signifi-
cant during the cold season (October–May), they exhibit
considerable variation in pattern and amplitude. The
response in November–December (and in each month
individually; not shown) exhibits a baroclinic vertical
structure over the Arctic consisting of negative values
(220 to 230 m) at 1000 hPa and positive (10–20 m)
values at 500 hPa, and an equivalent barotropic (e.g.,
amplifying with height) ridge over central and eastern
Russia and trough over the Bering Sea. Similar fea-
tures are found inMarch–April with weaker amplitudes.
A different circulation response is seen in midwinter
(January–February), which resembles the negative po-
larity of the NAO (although this occurs mainly in
February; not shown). In this season, the Arctic is dom-
inated by an upper-level ridge response (maximum am-
plitude;50 m at 500 hPa) and negligible response at the
surface accompanied by equivalent barotropic troughs
over the Atlantic and northeast Pacific.
More detail on the vertical structure of the circulation

responses is given in Fig. 13, which shows transects of
the temperature and geopotential height changes along
908E in early (November–December) and mid-(January–
February) winter. In early winter, a shallow baroclinic
geopotential height response with a nodal point near
925 hPa develops over the Arctic in association with the
ice-induced near-surface warming. Farther south, the
response consists of an equivalent barotropic ridge with
maximum values ;40 m at 250 hPa near 658N. The

Arctic baroclinic response is also evident in midwinter,
but it competes with the equivalent barotropic ridge
aloft that weakens the surface trough compared to that
in early winter.
The shallow baroclinic atmospheric circulation re-

sponse over the Arctic in early (and late) winter may be
understood as a linear dynamical response to enhanced
boundary layer heating induced by the underlying loss of
sea ice (Hoskins and Karoly 1981). On the other hand,
the equivalent barotropic component of the circulation
response in midwinter (e.g., the NAO) and the ridge
response over Eurasia in early and late winter represent
a nonlinear dynamical response to enhanced boundary
layer heating in which transient eddy momentum flux
feedbacks associated with perturbations in the storm
track play a dominant role (Lau and Holopainen 1984;
Peng et al. 1997; Deser et al. 2007; among others). We
conjecture that the lack of a surface circulation response
over theArctic inmidwinter is due to the near cancellation
between the competing effects of the linear and nonlinear
dynamical components of the response. A quantitative
analysis of the momentum balances of the circulation re-
sponses in CAM3 is beyond the scope of this paper.
Internal modes of atmospheric circulation variability

have been shown to play a role in shaping the structure
of the atmospheric response to different types of exter-
nal forcing, for example SST changes, sea ice anomalies,
or orbital variations (Peng et al. 1997; Deser et al. 2004;
Hall et al. 2001; among others). In the case of our CAM3
experiments, however, there is little correspondence
between the dominant patterns of internal circulation
variability and the patterns of geopotential height re-
sponse to Arctic sea ice loss, with the notable exception
of the month of February (not shown).

FIG. 12. Bimonthly geopotential height responses at 1000 and 500 hPa. The contour interval is 10 m, with positive (negative) values
in red (blue) and the zero contours omitted. Shading indicates values that exceed the 5% confidence level based on a two-sided
Student’s t test.
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atmosphere-only CAM3 simulations 
Deser, Tomas, et al. (2010; JCLI)

occurs year-round as the ice edge retreats from the pe-
ripheral Arctic seas. The areal reduction in Arctic
sea ice is accompanied by a thinning of the ice pack. SIT
in the central Arctic Ocean decreases from 3–4 m to
0.5–1 m in winter and from 2.5–3.5 m to ,0.5 m in
summer. The late-twentieth-century SIC and SIT dis-
tributions are generally realistic compared to the avail-
able observations (Holland et al. 2006).
The bimonthly changes in SIT and SIC between the

late twentieth and twenty-first centuries are shown in the
top two rows of Fig. 2. The magnitude and pattern of sea

ice thinning is relatively uniform throughout the year,
with maximum values ;2.5–3.5 m in the central Arctic
Ocean. In contrast, the reductions in SIC are seasonally
dependent, with the largest decreases (;80%–90%)
within the central Arctic Ocean in summer (September–
October) and smaller decreases (;50%–60%) within
the marginal seas in winter.

b. Surface energy flux response

The changes inArctic sea ice are communicated to the
atmosphere via changes in the net surface energy fluxes.

FIG. 1. Bimonthly distributions of Arctic (a) sea ice concentration (%) and (b) sea ice thickness (m) during 1980–99 and
2080–99 from CCSM3.
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-NAO pattern
(equatorward jet shift)

dozens of atmosphere-only GCM studies have demonstrated that 
removing Arctic sea ice can influence the midlatitude circulation
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Modeling evidence

coupled CCSM4 simulations  
with additional long wave radiative fluxes in the ice model 

Deser, Tomas, et al. (2015; JCLI)

-NAO pattern
(equatorward jet shift)

recent coupled GCM experiments also demonstrate a midlatitude response

climate system. Next, we investigate the global tem-
perature and zonal wind responses to Arctic sea ice loss,
which are initiated by the anomalous upward surface
heat fluxes in regions of ice melt.

b. Zonal-mean temperature and zonal wind
responses to Arctic sea ice loss

The zonally averaged annual-mean temperature and
zonal wind responses as a function of height and latitude
from the coupled and uncoupled experiments are shown
in Fig. 3, superimposed upon the climatological distribu-
tions from the corresponding control (e.g., late twentieth
century) runs. The thermal response in DICE_coupled is

global in extent and exhibits remarkable symmetry
about the equator, even though the forcing is confined to
the surface of the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 3a). The entire
troposphere warms by a few tenths of 8C, with relative
maxima in the tropical upper troposphere (0.58C) and
near the surface at both poles (0.58C at 608–808S and 68C
at 808–908N). In addition to tropospheric warming, the
extratropical lower stratosphere in both hemispheres
cools slightly. This pattern bears a strong resemblance to
the fully coupled climate response to increased GHG
(DRCP8.5) as discussed below, albeit with reduced
amplitude (;10% in most areas outside of the Arctic;
Table 2).

FIG. 3. Annual zonally averaged (a)–(c) air temperature (8C) and (d)–(f) zonal wind (m s21) responses (color shading; color bars at
bottom of each column) to Arctic sea ice loss in (top)–(bottom) DICE_coupled, DICE_atm, and their difference. Stippling indicates that
the response is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Contours indicate the climatological temperature (contour interval of
108C) and zonal wind (contour interval of 5 m s21, zero contour thickened) distributions from the control runs.
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and the minimum ice loss occurs in February–April
(22.53 106 km2 corresponding to a 20% reduction from
the late twentieth century).
The local SST increase associated with Arctic sea ice

loss, determined by averaging SSTs for all grid cells

experiencing SIC loss in the late twenty-first century
compared to the late twentieth century, shows maxi-
mum values in July–September (;28C in DRCP8.5 and
;1.758C in DICE_coupled) and minimum values in
January–April (;0.88C in DRCP8.5 and ;0.48C in

FIG. 1. Sea ice concentration (%) distributions in (top) March and (middle) September from the late (left)
twentieth-century and (center) late twenty-first-century coupled experiments and (right) their difference. (bottom)
Monthly Arctic sea ice extent (106 km2) during the late twentieth century (solid lines) and late twenty-first century
(dashed lines) from the historical and RCP8.5 CCSM4 experiments (red) and the Arctic sea ice coupled experiments
(blue).
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Modeling evidence

idealized modeling studies with polar heating show an 
equatorward jet shift when polar cap is heated

to polar warming is in the opposite sense of the response
to both tropical tropospheric warming and polar strato-
spheric cooling.

4. Sensitivity to multiple thermal forcings and
changes in the basic state

The atmospheric basic state likely plays an important
role in determining the response of the eddy fluxes of
heat and momentum to thermal forcing (e.g., Sigmond
and Scinocca 2010). In this section, we examine the ef-
fects of the background state in two ways: 1) we examine
the effects of applying multiple thermal forcings simul-
taneously, and 2) we examine the effects of changing the
basic state from equinoctial to wintertime conditions.

a. Multiple thermal forcings

In Fig. 8 we examine the combined response to mul-
tiple forcings and then compare the results with the sum
of the responses to the individual forcings. We consider
three principal thermal forcings: the tropical tropo-
spheric heating from Fig. 2a, the polar stratospheric
cooling from Fig. 5a, and the polar surface warming
from Fig. 7. The stratospheric cooling is limited to the
SH to represent hemispheric asymmetries in ozone de-
pletion; the polar surface warming is limited to the NH
to represent hemispheric asymmetries in polar climate
change. The combined forcing is shown in the top panel
in Fig. 8; the responses to the combined forcing are
shown in Fig. 8b; and the sums of the individual re-
sponses to the three forcings from Fig. 2a, Fig. 5a (ap-
plied to the SH), and Fig. 7 (applied to the NH) are
shown in Fig. 8c.
The results in Fig. 8 confirm that the effects on the

extratropical storm tracks of tropical tropospheric and
polar surface warming are in the opposite sense. Thus
the simulated response of the storm track to tropical

tropospheric warming is mitigated in the Northern
Hemisphere by Arctic warming, and this mitigation may
provide an explanation for the relatively weak annular
mode trends found in the NH in several climate change
simulations (e.g., Miller et al. 2006). More surprisingly,
the results in Fig. 8 highlight a high degree of nonlinearity
in the response to multiple thermal forcings. The re-
sponse to the combined forcings (Fig. 8b) is structurally
similar but very different in amplitude to the sum of
the individual responses (Fig. 8c), particularly in the SH.
The most pronounced differences between the combined
responses and the sum of the individual responses are
stronger cooling in the SH and tropical stratosphere in
the combined response (cf. the left panels in Figs. 8b,c)
but larger tropospheric zonal wind anomalies in the sum-
med responses (cf. the right panels in Figs. 8b,c). The
results in Figs. 8b,c thus reveal that the amplitude of the
response to a given thermal forcing is strongly dependent
on the other thermal forcings applied to the system.

b. Changing the basic state from equinoctial to
wintertime conditions

In Figs. 9–11 we examine the effects of changing the
basic state from equinoctial to wintertime conditions
on some of our key results. In the experiments described
in section 3, the basic state is driven by relaxation to ra-
diative equilibrium temperatures that approximate equi-
noctial conditions. The equinoctial basic state is associated
with strong westerly jets that peak near 250 hPa and 458
latitude and decrease with height into the stratosphere
(Fig. 1b). The extratropical stratospheric zonal flow is
weaklywesterly and thus permits the vertical propagation
of Rossby waves. The stratospheric residual circulation is
poleward throughout the stratosphere (Fig. 4; black line).
Figure 9 shows the model basic state for radiative

equilibrium temperatures that approximate wintertime
conditions. Here we use the wintertime equilibrium

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 2, but for (left) the responses to the polar surface thermal forcing.
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Butler, Thompson et al. (2010)simulations of a dry, dynamical core with 
imposed polar surface heating under 
perpetual equinox conditions

equatorward 
jet shift
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Forecasting evidence

- Forecast experiments with ECMWF model shows that knowledge of the 
Arctic state can improve forecasts in mid- to high latitudes 

- Lowest improvement over the oceans where atmospheric variability is 
large

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2014GL059961

Figure 1. (a–c) Relative reduction (in %) of the root-mean-square error of 500 hPa geopotential height forecasts during
wintertime through Arctic relaxation (north of 70◦N, solid circle) for day 1–5 in Figure 1a, day 6–10 in Figure 1b, and day
11–30 in Figure 1c forecasts. (d) Difference in the relative reduction of forecast error for day 11–30 between experiments
with tropical and Arctic relaxation. Negative values in Figure 1d indicate that Arctic relaxation is more efficient than
tropical relaxation in reducing Z500 forecast error. The dashed circles indicate the midlatitudes as defined in this study

The relaxation approach is implemented by adding an extra term to the model:

d!
dt

= F(!) − !(! − !ana), (1)

where ! denotes the model state, !ana represents reanalysis data, and ! = !(", #, z) is a relaxation parame-
ter that determines the strength and domain of the relaxation. Here a value of ! = 0.1 is used which implies
that at each time step (1 h) the model tendencies is modified using 10% of the difference between the cur-
rent model state and the corresponding values from the reanalysis. Relaxation is carried out in grid point
space for the wind components, temperature, and the logarithm of surface pressure. In order to reduce
adverse effect close to the relaxation boundaries a smoothing is carried out in the vertical (≈ 100 hPa) and
horizontal (≈ 5◦ latitude). Further details of the relaxation formulation used are given elsewhere [Jung et al.,
2010a, 2010b]. An assessment of this approach is provided by Jung [2011] and Hoskins et al. [2012].

For each of the experiments a total of eighty-eight 30 day forecasts were conducted. Forecasts were started
on the fifteenth of each of the months November through February for each of the winters from 1980/1981
to 2000/2001.

3. Results

The influence of Arctic relaxation on Northern Hemisphere forecast skill during winter can be inferred from
Figures 1a–1c, which shows the relative reduction (in %) of the root-mean-square (RMS) error of 500 hPa
geopotential height forecasts (Z500) when the Arctic atmosphere is relaxed toward reanalysis data. Not
surprisingly, the largest RMS error reduction of about 70–90% is found in the central Arctic, where the model
is relaxed.

JUNG ET AL. ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 3677
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Jung et al. (2014; GRL)

% reduction in RMS forecast 
error for days 11-30 when Arctic 
is relaxed toward reanalysis
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Midlatitude temperature variance

- temperature variance in midlatitudes decreases when sea ice decreases 
and the Arctic warms more than the surrounding areas 

- theory suggests a decrease in variance when equator-to-pole 
temperature contrast decreases (see also Schneider et al. (2014; JCLI) for more details and CMIP5 results)
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Midlatitude temperature variance

- temperature variance in midlatitudes decreases when sea ice decreases 
and the Arctic warms more than the surrounding areas 

- theory suggests a decrease in variance when equator-to-pole 
temperature contrast decreases (see also Schneider et al. (2014; JCLI) for more details and CMIP5 results)

260 years of forced sea ice experiments
(2030-2049) - (1980-1999)
Screen et al. (2015; BAMS)
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Can it?

- Yes. There is substantial model evidence and theory to support an influence.

- but…. How?

- and … What Mechanisms?

many open research questions!

• equatorward jet shift 
• more blocking, less blocking 
• wavier jet-stream, less wavy jet-stream 
• less temperature variance/more temperature variance

• hemispheric temperature gradients 
• local baroclinicity changes 
• weekend stratospheric vortex
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That the Arctic can influence the midlatitude circulation 
does not imply that it has in a significant way,  

nor does it imply that it will in the future.
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Has Arctic warming significantly influenced the midlatitude jetstream? 

Observational Evidence
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Headlines

the past few years have seen a large increase in the number of 
studies and news articles discussing present-day influences of Arctic 

warming on midlatitude weather … but is the evidence there?

Oceanography |  Vol.  26, No. 18

R I P  C U R R E N T  |  N E W S  I N  O C E A N O G R A P H Y

As we reflect upon the rash of extreme 
weather observed during 2012, no 
single event had as large an impact on 
the economy and political landscape 
of the United States as Superstorm 
Sandy (e.g., Bloomberg Businessweek: 
http://www.businessweek.com/
articles/2012-11-01/its-global-warming-
stupid). Images of flooded subway 
stations in New York City, demol-
ished towns on the New Jersey shore, 
and autumn blizzard conditions in 
Appalachia will be etched in the nation’s 
psyche for quite some time. With the 
increasing frequency of extreme weather 
events serving as a backdrop, many 
people are asking what role, if any, did 
anthropogenic climate change play in the 
development of Superstorm Sandy? We 
believe that the recent record-breaking 
losses of Arctic sea ice may figure 
prominently in answering this question 
and in improving our understanding of 
Sandy’s unusual nature.

While Sandy started out as a rela-
tively normal late-season hurricane, its 
character became anything but normal 
as the storm tracked northward along 
the eastern seaboard (Blake et al., 2013). 
Unusually warm ocean temperatures 
helped Sandy maintain tropical storm 
characteristics as it headed north. 

However, what made Sandy become so 
unusual were the atmospheric inter-
actions that transformed it into a mon-
ster hybrid storm that combined the 
worst features of a late-season hurricane 
and an extra-tropical cyclone. Unlike a 
typical hurricane, this huge and power-
ful hybrid storm did not lose strength 
after making landfall because it was 
supercharged with energy derived from 
a southward dip in the jet stream over 
the Mississippi Valley that ushered in 
an invasion of cold Arctic air (Figure 1). 
Thus, a useful way to look at the anthro-
pogenic climate-change connection is to 
ask why were the extra-tropical condi-
tions so unusual?

Let’s review the facts:
First, a strong high-pressure block-

ing pattern over Greenland and the 
northwest Atlantic prevented Sandy 
from steering northeast and out to sea 
like most October hurricanes/tropical 
storms heading up from the Caribbean. 
In fact, Sandy did not just track north-
ward toward New England like the 
handful of other October tropical storms 
that did not head out to sea (think of 
the 1991 Perfect Storm). Rather, Sandy 
did something never observed before 
in records going back to 1851—it took 
a sharp turn to the west and headed 

toward the most populated area along 
the eastern seaboard.

Second, while on this apparently 
unprecedented westward trajectory, 
Sandy converged with an extra-tropical 
cyclone, a developing early “winter” 
nor’easter, that transformed it from a 
weakening late-October hurricane/
tropical storm into an extra-tropical 
hybrid superstorm. At the center of 
this superstorm, atmospheric pres-
sures were the lowest ever recorded for 
a storm making landfall north of Cape 
Hatteras, NC. In addition, Superstorm 
Sandy exhibited the second-largest 
extent (> 1.4 million km2) of storm-
force winds for any extra-tropical storm 
derived from a hurricane (second only to 
Hurricane Olga in 2001).

Third, the combination of Superstorm 
Sandy’s extremely low atmospheric 

Charles H. Greene (chg2@cornell.edu) is 
Director, Ocean Resources and Ecosystems 
Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 
USA. Jennifer A. Francis is Research 
Professor, Institute of Marine and 
Coastal Sciences, Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick, NJ, USA. Bruce C. Monger 
is Senior Research Associate, Earth and 
Atmospheric Sciences, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, NY, USA.

Superstorm Sandy
A Series of Unfortunate Events?

B Y  C H A R L E S  H .  G R E E N E ,  J E N N I F E R  A .  F R A N C I S ,  A N D  B R U C E  C .  M O N G E R
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Internal atmospheric variability is large

- Decadal variability of jet position and speed is large 

- Behavior over the past decade does not appear exceptional compared to the long-term 
variability 

- The midlatitude circulation response to past Arctic sea ice loss may be partially or 
wholly masked by atmospheric internal variability (Screen, Deser, et al. 2013; CDYN)
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Figure 7. Time series of seasonal mean jet latitude, with the ±2 standard deviation range across the ensemble shaded. The thick lines show versions that have been
smoothed with a 7 point binomial filter, which strongly damps time-scales shorter than 5 years. Red lines indicate indices derived from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis
in recent decades. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj

variations in jet latitude and speed, it seems that their variability
is quite different and so they may be influenced by different
factors. This is also supported by the clearly different seasonal
cycles shown in section 4.

Example winter and summer power spectra of the seasonal time
series are shown in Figure 9. In general the spectra are flat and so
are similar to that of a white-noise process. The theoretical spectra
for the equivalent red-noise process has been calculated from the
seasonal mean data, using the lag one-year autocorrelation. This
was found to be very similar to the white-noise spectra due to
the weak autocorrelation in these series, so only the white-noise
spectra are shown. Given the variability in regime occurrence
shown in Figure 6, it is interesting that the wintertime jet latitude
spectra in Figure 9 do not show strong variability at very low
frequencies. For jet speed in particular, however, some of the
spectra do show high power at the lowest frequencies, consistent
with the impression of high multi-decadal variability in the time
series of Figure 8.

To test the significance of the low-frequency power, we have
calculated the 95% threshold that any individual spectral peak
has to cross in order to be inconsistent with the noise model,
allowing for multiplicity (Wilks, 2011). This is shown as a dashed
line, which indicates that only the wintertime jet speed exhibits a
significant spectral peak at low frequencies. To test for generally
elevated power at low frequencies, we have adopted a Monte
Carlo approach, generating 1000 time series of white noise with
the same variance as each of the observed series. We then test how
many of these surrogate time series have as much low-frequency
variability as the observations. Here we define low-frequency
variability simply as the variance of the 5 year and decadal means
of the series. Table 1 shows the p values for the observed level
of variability to occur in the simulated time series. This analysis

Table 1. List of p values for the magnitude of the variability in 5 or 10 year means
compared with an AR0 process. Values less than or equal to 0.05 are highlighted

in bold.

Season Jet latitude Jet speed

5 years 10 years 5 years 10 years

DJF 0.34 0.19 0.03 0.01
MAM 0.08 0.05 0.02 0.03
JJA 0.03 0.02 0.28 0.07
SON 0.53 0.23 0.01 0.002

suggests that the low-frequency variability of the jet speed is
significantly higher than expected from white noise in all seasons
apart from summer. Conversely, the low-frequency variability of
the jet latitude is only significantly different from white noise
in summer (and possibly in spring). These deviations from
white-noise behaviour suggest that there is a role for influences
outside the atmospheric dynamics to influence the jet on decadal
time-scales.

These conclusions are similar to those of Stephenson et al.
(2000), who took a similar approach of analyzing a long record
of a seasonal mean NAO index. Their study found that decadal
NAO variations are significantly different from white noise at
the 90% level and that the time series exhibits characteristics
of long-range dependence. An alternative approach, not taken
here, is to model the intraseasonal time-scale behaviour using a
statistical model such as an AR1 process and then to perform
Monte Carlo simulations to test the level of interannual–decadal
variability that can occur just through sampling this short time-
scale noise. Feldstein (2000a) showed that the observed Northern

c⃝ 2013 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 140: 783–791 (2014)
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Figure 8. Time series of seasonal mean jet speed, with the ±2 standard deviation range across the ensemble shaded. The thick lines show versions that have been
smoothed with a 7 point binomial filter. Red lines indicate indices derived from the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis in recent decades. This figure is available in colour
online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/qj
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Figure 9. Example power spectra of the seasonal-mean jet latitude and speed. The spectra are computed for each ensemble member and the ensemble mean is plotted
here. The ensemble mean of the theoretical spectra of the associated white-noise process is also plotted, with a dashed line indicating the 95% confidence level for any
particular peak.

Hemisphere Zonal Index (related to the NAO) is not inconsistent
with this ‘climate noise’ paradigm, although a relatively short
23 year period was used. Franzke and Woollings (2011) used a
similar approach on the ERA-40 reanalysis data and concluded
that around half of the interannual variability in the jet latitude
index could be explained by climate noise.

In conclusion to this section, we note a somewhat counter-
intuitive finding, particularly in winter. The decadal variability
of the jet latitude seems to reflect regime behaviour comprising
variations in the occurrence of the different preferred jet positions.
Despite this, it is the jet speed which exhibits particularly strong
decadal variability, while the time series of winter mean jet latitude
is not distinguishable from white noise in this analysis.

7. Changes in intraseasonal variability

Häkkinen et al. (2011) recently analyzed wintertime atmospheric
blocking in the Twentieth Century Reanalysis and suggested that
the occurence of Euro–Atlantic blocking has varied on decadal
time-scales in phase with the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
(AMO). A novel feature of their analysis is that blocking events
all across the Atlantic and Europe are combined into one time
series of occurrence. This process combines, for example, periods
when the jet is displaced south of a Greenland block (Scherrer
et al., 2006; Croci-Maspoli et al., 2007; Woollings et al., 2008)
with periods when the jet is displaced north of an Iberian block
(Woollings et al., 2011; Davini et al., 2012). In this way, a period

c⃝ 2013 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 140: 783–791 (2014)

20th Century Reanalysis jet latitude and speed
red line denote NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis
Woollings et al. (2014; QJRMS)
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Internal atmospheric variability is large

Barnes et al. (2014); GRL

- Decadal variability of blocking frequency is very large, like jet-stream 
variability (the two are dynamically linked) 

- Behavior over the past decade does not appear exceptional 
compared to the long-term variability

Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2013GL058745

Figure 4. (a, c, and e) DJF and (b, d, and f) JJA blocking frequencies over three different sectors for the three indices using NCEP reanal-
ysis from 1948 to 2012. Thick lines denote the smoothed time series using a Lanczos filter with 41 weights and a cutoff of 10 years.
Blocking frequencies are averaged between 40◦ and 80◦N for the 2-D indices.

Vavrus, 2012; Tang et al., 2013]. We address whether blocking frequencies have exhibited robust trends in
recent decades by applying three different blocking identification methods to four different reanalyses. No
clear hemispheric increase in blocking is evident in any season for any blocking index, although robust sea-
sonal increases and decreases are found for isolated regions. Compositing winter blocking frequencies on
high and low September sea ice years yields opposite-signed differences depending on the years analyzed,
while summer blocking yields positive differences over the North Atlantic and negative over the North
Pacific. We strongly caution, however, that these composite differences can be explained by many different
dynamical mechanisms and should not be simply viewed as evidence of the response of blocking to sea
ice loss.

These conclusions support those of Barnes [2013], namely, that the link between recent Arctic warming and
increased Northern Hemisphere blocking is currently not supported by observations. While Arctic sea ice
experienced unprecedented losses in recent years, blocking frequencies in these years do not appear excep-
tional, falling well within their historically observed range. The large variability of blocking occurrence, on
both internannual and decadal time scales, underscores the difficulty in separating any potentially forced
response from natural variability.
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(c) Europe (0oE−60oE), DJF
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(d) Europe (0oE−60oE), JJA
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Figure 4. (a,c,e) DJF and (b,d,f) JJA blocking frequencies over three different sectors for

the three indices using NCEP reanalysis from 1948-2012. Thick lines denote the smoothed time

series using a Lanczos filter with 41 weights and a cutoff of 10 years. Blocking frequencies are

averaged between 40o - 80o N for the 2D indices.
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- 3 blocking identification methods 
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at least 3 of 4 reanalyses show significant positive trend at 95% confidence

at least 3 of 4 reanalyses show significant negative trend at 95% confidence
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(c) LOW−HIGH Sept. sea ice: 1980−2012
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Figure 2. (a,b) Trends in blocking frequency between (a) 1980-2012 and (b) 1990-2012 as

a function of season, index and longitude. (c,d) Difference in blocking frequency for seasons

following the 5 years with the lowest September Arctic sea ice extent and 5 years with the

highest for (a) 1980-2012 and (b) 1990-2012. Red (blue) denotes that at least 3 of the 4 reanalyses

exhibit statistically significant positive (negative) trends/differences at 95% confidence. For the

2D indices, blocking trends are significant if either of the latitude bins (40o-60o N or 60o-80o N)

show robust trends or changes.
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Supplementary Figure 1. (a) Trends in blocking frequency between 1995-2012 as a function

of season, index and longitude. (b) Difference in blocking frequency for seasons following the 5

years with the lowest September Arctic sea ice and 5 years with the highest for 1995-2012. Red

(blue) denotes that at least 3 of the 4 reanalyses exhibit statistically significant positive (negative)

trends/differences at 95% confidence. For the 2D indices, blocking trends are significant if either

of the grid boxes between 40o-60o N or 60o-80o N are significant.
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expect 0-5 blocks per reanalysis 
and index by chance alone

- Trends are very sensitive to the exact time period chosen 
- Different results are obtained for different reanalyses and metrics 
- No clear signal of increased blocking frequency emerges

possible and to demonstrate a framework to predict the

response of blocking to increased greenhouse gas forcing.

1.1 Previous blocking indices

Figure 1 depicts the 500 mb geopotential height (Z500),

potential temperature on the 2 pvu potential vorticity sur-

face (h2) and the 500 mb zonal wind (u500) on February 14,
1994, where a blocking anticyclone has formed over Eur-

ope and will persist for more than a week. All fields show a
reversal in their meridional gradients, a characterstic of

overturning and blocking of the westerlies. While some

studies identify blocking events by searching for the large
anticyclonic anomalies (Dole and Gordon 1983; Schwierz

et al. 2004; Ioannidou and Yau 2008; Croci-Maspoli et al.

2007), others use a reversal of the mean flow to signify a
block (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; Pelly and Hoskins 2003;

Barriopedro et al. 2006; Scaife et al. 2010). Barriopedro

et al. (2010a, b) made a recent attempt to combine the two
approaches and Barriopedro et al. (2010a) contains a useful

review of previous blocking indices. We will reserve the

term ‘‘index’’ for the approach and parameters used to
determine whether a reversal in Z500, h2 or u500 has

occurred.

1.1.1 Geopotential height indices

The most common blocking index is based on the work of
Lejanäs and Økland (1983) and looks for a reversal in the

Z500 gradient in the midlatitudes. This index was modified

by Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) (TM) to require a minimum
westerly flow north of the reversal in order to ensure that

the jet stream was indeed being split around the block. TM

also allowed a small latitudinal shifting of the block by
additionally searching 4! north and south of a constant

latitude /c.

The standard TM criterion defines a single, instanta-

neously blocked longitude by observing the geopotential
height field at each of three latitudes, namely,

/N ¼ /c þ
3

2
d/

! "
þ D;

/M ¼ /c þ
1

2
d/

! "
þ D;

/S ¼ /c #
1

2
d/

! "
þ D:

ð1Þ

Here, /c is the center latitude about which the sampling

locations of Z500 are defined (50!N for TM parameter
values), and d/ depends on the meridional extent of blocks.

TM chose d/ = 20! due to the typical scale of blocking

anticyclones, while others have reduced the scale to 15!
(Tyrlis and Hoskins 2008b; Pelly and Hoskins 2003). These

definitions allow a shift of D ¼ #4o; 0o; 4o latitude to
account for blocks that aren’t located directly on /c.

For a longitude to be blocked according to TM, the

following criteria must hold:

GHGS ¼ DZð/M ;/SÞ
ð/M # /SÞ

¼ Zð/MÞ # Zð/SÞ
ð/M # /SÞ

;

GHGN ¼ DZð/N ;/MÞ
ð/N # /MÞ

¼ Zð/NÞ # Zð/MÞ
ð/N # /MÞ

;

GHGS[Emin;

GHGN\Wmin:

ð2Þ

In TM, Emin is given a value of 0 meters per degree latitude

and thus requires that easterly flow is present equatorward

of the blocking region (a characteristic evident in Fig. 1c).
Wmin is set to -10 meters per degree latitude in TM, which

corresponds to a geostrophic westerly wind of approxi-
mately 8 m/s poleward of the block. Figure 2 shows a

simple schematic of the relationship between the latitudes

of interest and the region of high geopotential height.

Fig. 1 A blocking anticyclone over Europe on February 14, 1994 as seen in the a 500 mb geopotential height field, b potential temperature field
on the PV = 2 surface and c 500 mb zonal wind. Contours are drawn every 0.1 km, 10 K and 10 m/s with cool colors denoting lower values
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Internal atmospheric variability is large

2016

“Attribution of events to 
anthropogenic climate change 
may be complicated by low-
frequency natural variability, 

which influences the frequencies 
of extreme events on decadal to 

multidecadal timescales.”

“…There is little or no confidence 
in the attribution of severe 

convective storms and 
extratropical cyclones.”
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Which way does causality point?

CAM4 simulations 
Perlwitz et al. (2015; JCLI)

Change in Oct.-Dec. temperatures
2003-12 minus 1979-88

observations

with the observed changes, the model responses show
widespread and deep tropospheric warming in middle
and high latitudes, with the strongest warming near the
surface across the Arctic. However, there are also dif-
ferences between the observed and simulated changes.
In contrast with the observed temperature changes, the
models do not show a substantial decrease in the mid-
tropospheric temperature gradient between lower and
higher latitudes. This characteristic of the observed

difference between the two periods cannot be explained
by a sensitivity to lower boundary changes and pre-
scribed changes in atmospheric composition. As will be
discussed subsequently, this result has important impli-
cations for understanding the nature of Arctic linkages
with lower latitudes.
To illustrate the specific nature of temperature impacts

resulting from sea ice changes, the ensemble-mean dif-
ference between the AMIP and AMIP-noSIC simulations

FIG. 2. Latitude–height cross sections of decadal zonal-mean temperature difference (2003–12 minus 1979–88) for
OND of (top) average of four reanalyses, (middle) simulated zonal-mean temperature difference based on observed
SST and radiative forcing (from AMIP) for (left) CAM4 and (right) ECHAM5, and (bottom) simulated 2003–12
mean contribution of sea ice loss to atmospheric zonal-mean temperature difference for (left) CAM4 and (right)
ECHAM5. Gray contours indicate normalized differences based on one SD of observed decadal variability (see
appendix B for details). Nonlinear scaling of the x axes takes into account the area of the globe represented by the
zonal mean.
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cations for understanding the nature of Arctic linkages
with lower latitudes.
To illustrate the specific nature of temperature impacts

resulting from sea ice changes, the ensemble-mean dif-
ference between the AMIP and AMIP-noSIC simulations

FIG. 2. Latitude–height cross sections of decadal zonal-mean temperature difference (2003–12 minus 1979–88) for
OND of (top) average of four reanalyses, (middle) simulated zonal-mean temperature difference based on observed
SST and radiative forcing (from AMIP) for (left) CAM4 and (right) ECHAM5, and (bottom) simulated 2003–12
mean contribution of sea ice loss to atmospheric zonal-mean temperature difference for (left) CAM4 and (right)
ECHAM5. Gray contours indicate normalized differences based on one SD of observed decadal variability (see
appendix B for details). Nonlinear scaling of the x axes takes into account the area of the globe represented by the
zonal mean.
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Figure 1. Case study of an intrusion beginning at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 (+0 h) and followed for the subsequent
3 days. (top row) Potential temperature on the 2 PVU surface (color shading) and skin temperature anomaly over ocean
(grey shading; light grey, 5–10 K; dark grey, 10–15 K; black, 15–20 K). (bottom row) Total column water over ocean (color
shading) and sea level pressure (black contours every 16 hPa). The red dot denotes the approximate location of SHEBA at
this time. Dotted circles show latitude lines at 70ıN and 80ıN.

[Stramler et al., 2011, Figure 2] (the transition occurs at
Julian day 367.5). The radiative impact of the intrusion is
in fact evident throughout its length, with skin temperature
anomalies in excess of 15 K in the areas covered by the moist
air mass.

[6] In section 2, we present an algorithm which systemat-
ically detects moisture intrusions of the type just discussed.
We then compute composites of the surface and upper-level
circulation fields to determine the flow structures associ-
ated with the intrusions (section 3); as in the case study
above, we find that intrusions are typically enabled by a
surface low held in place by a blocking high to its east.
Section 4 explores the interannual variability of intrusions
and their associated impact on the surface energy budget.
Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Moisture Intrusions Into the Arctic
[7] Here we examine the statistical structure of poleward

moisture fluxes across 70ıN—which we define to be the
boundary of the Arctic—seeking to establish objective cri-
teria with which to select intense intrusion events of the
type discussed above. We use the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis
data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the boreal winters (December–
February) of the 21 years from 1990 to 2010 (with the
convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990).
The data is 6-hourly on 16 pressure levels between 1000 and
30 hPa, with a horizontal resolution of 1ı ! 1ı.

[8] We define the instantaneous meridional moisture flux
f at a given latitude as

f(x, p, t) = vq (1)

where x, p, and t are, respectively, longitude, pressure,
and time while v and q are, respectively, the instanta-
neous meridional velocity and specific humidity. As dis-
cussed in section 1, we are specifically focusing here on
moisture injections into the polar cap from lower lati-
tudes, so it is of interest to characterize the distribution of
such northward-moving fluxes in the zonal-height plane.
Figure 2a displays the climatology of northward moisture
flux f+ = f H(v), where H(") is the Heaviside function,
across 70ıN. The flux is concentrated in four sectors, which
we label Labrador (90ıW–30ıW), Atlantic (30ıW–25ıE),
Barents/Kara (25ıE–90ıE), and Pacific (145ıE–130ıE),
respectively, accounting for about 15%, 35%, 23%, and
17% of the climatological zonally integrated poleward trans-
port. Not surprisingly, these sectors correspond to the main
oceanic passageways into the Arctic, with much weaker
fluxes over land. The strongest fluxes occur at low levels in
the Atlantic and Barents/Kara sectors, which are mostly free
of sea ice at this latitude.

[9] Next, we investigate how the instantaneous fluxes are
distributed around their climatological mean. Direct inspec-
tion of f snapshots at 70ıN indicates that the fluxes are
strongly coherent in the vertical, so that little information
is lost by taking the vertical integral. For simplicity, we
will therefore focus henceforth only on vertically integrated
poleward moisture fluxes at a given latitude,

F(x, t) =
1
g

Z ps

0
f dp (2)

where ps is surface pressure and g is the gravitational accel-
eration; in practice, we extend the integral from the surface
to 400 hPa, since there is negligible humidity above that
level. We compute the integral using the trapezoidal rule as
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Figure 1. Case study of an intrusion beginning at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 (+0 h) and followed for the subsequent
3 days. (top row) Potential temperature on the 2 PVU surface (color shading) and skin temperature anomaly over ocean
(grey shading; light grey, 5–10 K; dark grey, 10–15 K; black, 15–20 K). (bottom row) Total column water over ocean (color
shading) and sea level pressure (black contours every 16 hPa). The red dot denotes the approximate location of SHEBA at
this time. Dotted circles show latitude lines at 70ıN and 80ıN.

[Stramler et al., 2011, Figure 2] (the transition occurs at
Julian day 367.5). The radiative impact of the intrusion is
in fact evident throughout its length, with skin temperature
anomalies in excess of 15 K in the areas covered by the moist
air mass.

[6] In section 2, we present an algorithm which systemat-
ically detects moisture intrusions of the type just discussed.
We then compute composites of the surface and upper-level
circulation fields to determine the flow structures associ-
ated with the intrusions (section 3); as in the case study
above, we find that intrusions are typically enabled by a
surface low held in place by a blocking high to its east.
Section 4 explores the interannual variability of intrusions
and their associated impact on the surface energy budget.
Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Moisture Intrusions Into the Arctic
[7] Here we examine the statistical structure of poleward

moisture fluxes across 70ıN—which we define to be the
boundary of the Arctic—seeking to establish objective cri-
teria with which to select intense intrusion events of the
type discussed above. We use the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis
data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the boreal winters (December–
February) of the 21 years from 1990 to 2010 (with the
convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990).
The data is 6-hourly on 16 pressure levels between 1000 and
30 hPa, with a horizontal resolution of 1ı ! 1ı.

[8] We define the instantaneous meridional moisture flux
f at a given latitude as

f(x, p, t) = vq (1)

where x, p, and t are, respectively, longitude, pressure,
and time while v and q are, respectively, the instanta-
neous meridional velocity and specific humidity. As dis-
cussed in section 1, we are specifically focusing here on
moisture injections into the polar cap from lower lati-
tudes, so it is of interest to characterize the distribution of
such northward-moving fluxes in the zonal-height plane.
Figure 2a displays the climatology of northward moisture
flux f+ = f H(v), where H(") is the Heaviside function,
across 70ıN. The flux is concentrated in four sectors, which
we label Labrador (90ıW–30ıW), Atlantic (30ıW–25ıE),
Barents/Kara (25ıE–90ıE), and Pacific (145ıE–130ıE),
respectively, accounting for about 15%, 35%, 23%, and
17% of the climatological zonally integrated poleward trans-
port. Not surprisingly, these sectors correspond to the main
oceanic passageways into the Arctic, with much weaker
fluxes over land. The strongest fluxes occur at low levels in
the Atlantic and Barents/Kara sectors, which are mostly free
of sea ice at this latitude.

[9] Next, we investigate how the instantaneous fluxes are
distributed around their climatological mean. Direct inspec-
tion of f snapshots at 70ıN indicates that the fluxes are
strongly coherent in the vertical, so that little information
is lost by taking the vertical integral. For simplicity, we
will therefore focus henceforth only on vertically integrated
poleward moisture fluxes at a given latitude,

F(x, t) =
1
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0
f dp (2)

where ps is surface pressure and g is the gravitational accel-
eration; in practice, we extend the integral from the surface
to 400 hPa, since there is negligible humidity above that
level. We compute the integral using the trapezoidal rule as
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Figure 1. Case study of an intrusion beginning at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 (+0 h) and followed for the subsequent
3 days. (top row) Potential temperature on the 2 PVU surface (color shading) and skin temperature anomaly over ocean
(grey shading; light grey, 5–10 K; dark grey, 10–15 K; black, 15–20 K). (bottom row) Total column water over ocean (color
shading) and sea level pressure (black contours every 16 hPa). The red dot denotes the approximate location of SHEBA at
this time. Dotted circles show latitude lines at 70ıN and 80ıN.

[Stramler et al., 2011, Figure 2] (the transition occurs at
Julian day 367.5). The radiative impact of the intrusion is
in fact evident throughout its length, with skin temperature
anomalies in excess of 15 K in the areas covered by the moist
air mass.

[6] In section 2, we present an algorithm which systemat-
ically detects moisture intrusions of the type just discussed.
We then compute composites of the surface and upper-level
circulation fields to determine the flow structures associ-
ated with the intrusions (section 3); as in the case study
above, we find that intrusions are typically enabled by a
surface low held in place by a blocking high to its east.
Section 4 explores the interannual variability of intrusions
and their associated impact on the surface energy budget.
Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Moisture Intrusions Into the Arctic
[7] Here we examine the statistical structure of poleward

moisture fluxes across 70ıN—which we define to be the
boundary of the Arctic—seeking to establish objective cri-
teria with which to select intense intrusion events of the
type discussed above. We use the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis
data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the boreal winters (December–
February) of the 21 years from 1990 to 2010 (with the
convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990).
The data is 6-hourly on 16 pressure levels between 1000 and
30 hPa, with a horizontal resolution of 1ı ! 1ı.

[8] We define the instantaneous meridional moisture flux
f at a given latitude as

f(x, p, t) = vq (1)

where x, p, and t are, respectively, longitude, pressure,
and time while v and q are, respectively, the instanta-
neous meridional velocity and specific humidity. As dis-
cussed in section 1, we are specifically focusing here on
moisture injections into the polar cap from lower lati-
tudes, so it is of interest to characterize the distribution of
such northward-moving fluxes in the zonal-height plane.
Figure 2a displays the climatology of northward moisture
flux f+ = f H(v), where H(") is the Heaviside function,
across 70ıN. The flux is concentrated in four sectors, which
we label Labrador (90ıW–30ıW), Atlantic (30ıW–25ıE),
Barents/Kara (25ıE–90ıE), and Pacific (145ıE–130ıE),
respectively, accounting for about 15%, 35%, 23%, and
17% of the climatological zonally integrated poleward trans-
port. Not surprisingly, these sectors correspond to the main
oceanic passageways into the Arctic, with much weaker
fluxes over land. The strongest fluxes occur at low levels in
the Atlantic and Barents/Kara sectors, which are mostly free
of sea ice at this latitude.

[9] Next, we investigate how the instantaneous fluxes are
distributed around their climatological mean. Direct inspec-
tion of f snapshots at 70ıN indicates that the fluxes are
strongly coherent in the vertical, so that little information
is lost by taking the vertical integral. For simplicity, we
will therefore focus henceforth only on vertically integrated
poleward moisture fluxes at a given latitude,

F(x, t) =
1
g

Z ps

0
f dp (2)

where ps is surface pressure and g is the gravitational accel-
eration; in practice, we extend the integral from the surface
to 400 hPa, since there is negligible humidity above that
level. We compute the integral using the trapezoidal rule as
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Figure 1. Case study of an intrusion beginning at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 (+0 h) and followed for the subsequent
3 days. (top row) Potential temperature on the 2 PVU surface (color shading) and skin temperature anomaly over ocean
(grey shading; light grey, 5–10 K; dark grey, 10–15 K; black, 15–20 K). (bottom row) Total column water over ocean (color
shading) and sea level pressure (black contours every 16 hPa). The red dot denotes the approximate location of SHEBA at
this time. Dotted circles show latitude lines at 70ıN and 80ıN.

[Stramler et al., 2011, Figure 2] (the transition occurs at
Julian day 367.5). The radiative impact of the intrusion is
in fact evident throughout its length, with skin temperature
anomalies in excess of 15 K in the areas covered by the moist
air mass.

[6] In section 2, we present an algorithm which systemat-
ically detects moisture intrusions of the type just discussed.
We then compute composites of the surface and upper-level
circulation fields to determine the flow structures associ-
ated with the intrusions (section 3); as in the case study
above, we find that intrusions are typically enabled by a
surface low held in place by a blocking high to its east.
Section 4 explores the interannual variability of intrusions
and their associated impact on the surface energy budget.
Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Moisture Intrusions Into the Arctic
[7] Here we examine the statistical structure of poleward

moisture fluxes across 70ıN—which we define to be the
boundary of the Arctic—seeking to establish objective cri-
teria with which to select intense intrusion events of the
type discussed above. We use the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis
data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the boreal winters (December–
February) of the 21 years from 1990 to 2010 (with the
convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990).
The data is 6-hourly on 16 pressure levels between 1000 and
30 hPa, with a horizontal resolution of 1ı ! 1ı.

[8] We define the instantaneous meridional moisture flux
f at a given latitude as

f(x, p, t) = vq (1)

where x, p, and t are, respectively, longitude, pressure,
and time while v and q are, respectively, the instanta-
neous meridional velocity and specific humidity. As dis-
cussed in section 1, we are specifically focusing here on
moisture injections into the polar cap from lower lati-
tudes, so it is of interest to characterize the distribution of
such northward-moving fluxes in the zonal-height plane.
Figure 2a displays the climatology of northward moisture
flux f+ = f H(v), where H(") is the Heaviside function,
across 70ıN. The flux is concentrated in four sectors, which
we label Labrador (90ıW–30ıW), Atlantic (30ıW–25ıE),
Barents/Kara (25ıE–90ıE), and Pacific (145ıE–130ıE),
respectively, accounting for about 15%, 35%, 23%, and
17% of the climatological zonally integrated poleward trans-
port. Not surprisingly, these sectors correspond to the main
oceanic passageways into the Arctic, with much weaker
fluxes over land. The strongest fluxes occur at low levels in
the Atlantic and Barents/Kara sectors, which are mostly free
of sea ice at this latitude.

[9] Next, we investigate how the instantaneous fluxes are
distributed around their climatological mean. Direct inspec-
tion of f snapshots at 70ıN indicates that the fluxes are
strongly coherent in the vertical, so that little information
is lost by taking the vertical integral. For simplicity, we
will therefore focus henceforth only on vertically integrated
poleward moisture fluxes at a given latitude,

F(x, t) =
1
g

Z ps

0
f dp (2)

where ps is surface pressure and g is the gravitational accel-
eration; in practice, we extend the integral from the surface
to 400 hPa, since there is negligible humidity above that
level. We compute the integral using the trapezoidal rule as
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Figure 1. Case study of an intrusion beginning at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 (+0 h) and followed for the subsequent
3 days. (top row) Potential temperature on the 2 PVU surface (color shading) and skin temperature anomaly over ocean
(grey shading; light grey, 5–10 K; dark grey, 10–15 K; black, 15–20 K). (bottom row) Total column water over ocean (color
shading) and sea level pressure (black contours every 16 hPa). The red dot denotes the approximate location of SHEBA at
this time. Dotted circles show latitude lines at 70ıN and 80ıN.

[Stramler et al., 2011, Figure 2] (the transition occurs at
Julian day 367.5). The radiative impact of the intrusion is
in fact evident throughout its length, with skin temperature
anomalies in excess of 15 K in the areas covered by the moist
air mass.

[6] In section 2, we present an algorithm which systemat-
ically detects moisture intrusions of the type just discussed.
We then compute composites of the surface and upper-level
circulation fields to determine the flow structures associ-
ated with the intrusions (section 3); as in the case study
above, we find that intrusions are typically enabled by a
surface low held in place by a blocking high to its east.
Section 4 explores the interannual variability of intrusions
and their associated impact on the surface energy budget.
Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Moisture Intrusions Into the Arctic
[7] Here we examine the statistical structure of poleward

moisture fluxes across 70ıN—which we define to be the
boundary of the Arctic—seeking to establish objective cri-
teria with which to select intense intrusion events of the
type discussed above. We use the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis
data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the boreal winters (December–
February) of the 21 years from 1990 to 2010 (with the
convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990).
The data is 6-hourly on 16 pressure levels between 1000 and
30 hPa, with a horizontal resolution of 1ı ! 1ı.

[8] We define the instantaneous meridional moisture flux
f at a given latitude as

f(x, p, t) = vq (1)

where x, p, and t are, respectively, longitude, pressure,
and time while v and q are, respectively, the instanta-
neous meridional velocity and specific humidity. As dis-
cussed in section 1, we are specifically focusing here on
moisture injections into the polar cap from lower lati-
tudes, so it is of interest to characterize the distribution of
such northward-moving fluxes in the zonal-height plane.
Figure 2a displays the climatology of northward moisture
flux f+ = f H(v), where H(") is the Heaviside function,
across 70ıN. The flux is concentrated in four sectors, which
we label Labrador (90ıW–30ıW), Atlantic (30ıW–25ıE),
Barents/Kara (25ıE–90ıE), and Pacific (145ıE–130ıE),
respectively, accounting for about 15%, 35%, 23%, and
17% of the climatological zonally integrated poleward trans-
port. Not surprisingly, these sectors correspond to the main
oceanic passageways into the Arctic, with much weaker
fluxes over land. The strongest fluxes occur at low levels in
the Atlantic and Barents/Kara sectors, which are mostly free
of sea ice at this latitude.

[9] Next, we investigate how the instantaneous fluxes are
distributed around their climatological mean. Direct inspec-
tion of f snapshots at 70ıN indicates that the fluxes are
strongly coherent in the vertical, so that little information
is lost by taking the vertical integral. For simplicity, we
will therefore focus henceforth only on vertically integrated
poleward moisture fluxes at a given latitude,

F(x, t) =
1
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where ps is surface pressure and g is the gravitational accel-
eration; in practice, we extend the integral from the surface
to 400 hPa, since there is negligible humidity above that
level. We compute the integral using the trapezoidal rule as
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Figure 1. Case study of an intrusion beginning at 00:00 UTC 1 January 1998 (+0 h) and followed for the subsequent
3 days. (top row) Potential temperature on the 2 PVU surface (color shading) and skin temperature anomaly over ocean
(grey shading; light grey, 5–10 K; dark grey, 10–15 K; black, 15–20 K). (bottom row) Total column water over ocean (color
shading) and sea level pressure (black contours every 16 hPa). The red dot denotes the approximate location of SHEBA at
this time. Dotted circles show latitude lines at 70ıN and 80ıN.

[Stramler et al., 2011, Figure 2] (the transition occurs at
Julian day 367.5). The radiative impact of the intrusion is
in fact evident throughout its length, with skin temperature
anomalies in excess of 15 K in the areas covered by the moist
air mass.

[6] In section 2, we present an algorithm which systemat-
ically detects moisture intrusions of the type just discussed.
We then compute composites of the surface and upper-level
circulation fields to determine the flow structures associ-
ated with the intrusions (section 3); as in the case study
above, we find that intrusions are typically enabled by a
surface low held in place by a blocking high to its east.
Section 4 explores the interannual variability of intrusions
and their associated impact on the surface energy budget.
Our conclusions are summarized in section 5.

2. Moisture Intrusions Into the Arctic
[7] Here we examine the statistical structure of poleward

moisture fluxes across 70ıN—which we define to be the
boundary of the Arctic—seeking to establish objective cri-
teria with which to select intense intrusion events of the
type discussed above. We use the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-Interim reanalysis
data set [Dee et al., 2011] for the boreal winters (December–
February) of the 21 years from 1990 to 2010 (with the
convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990).
The data is 6-hourly on 16 pressure levels between 1000 and
30 hPa, with a horizontal resolution of 1ı ! 1ı.

[8] We define the instantaneous meridional moisture flux
f at a given latitude as

f(x, p, t) = vq (1)

where x, p, and t are, respectively, longitude, pressure,
and time while v and q are, respectively, the instanta-
neous meridional velocity and specific humidity. As dis-
cussed in section 1, we are specifically focusing here on
moisture injections into the polar cap from lower lati-
tudes, so it is of interest to characterize the distribution of
such northward-moving fluxes in the zonal-height plane.
Figure 2a displays the climatology of northward moisture
flux f+ = f H(v), where H(") is the Heaviside function,
across 70ıN. The flux is concentrated in four sectors, which
we label Labrador (90ıW–30ıW), Atlantic (30ıW–25ıE),
Barents/Kara (25ıE–90ıE), and Pacific (145ıE–130ıE),
respectively, accounting for about 15%, 35%, 23%, and
17% of the climatological zonally integrated poleward trans-
port. Not surprisingly, these sectors correspond to the main
oceanic passageways into the Arctic, with much weaker
fluxes over land. The strongest fluxes occur at low levels in
the Atlantic and Barents/Kara sectors, which are mostly free
of sea ice at this latitude.

[9] Next, we investigate how the instantaneous fluxes are
distributed around their climatological mean. Direct inspec-
tion of f snapshots at 70ıN indicates that the fluxes are
strongly coherent in the vertical, so that little information
is lost by taking the vertical integral. For simplicity, we
will therefore focus henceforth only on vertically integrated
poleward moisture fluxes at a given latitude,

F(x, t) =
1
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0
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where ps is surface pressure and g is the gravitational accel-
eration; in practice, we extend the integral from the surface
to 400 hPa, since there is negligible humidity above that
level. We compute the integral using the trapezoidal rule as
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Temperature variance decreases

- temperature variance in 
midlatitudes has decreased in 
recent decades 

- consistent with theory: a 
decrease in variance when 
equator-to-pole temperature 
contrast decreases (see also Schneider et 
al. (2014; JCLI))
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Figure 1 | Changing mean temperature and variability. a–d, Zonal-mean autumn mean temperature (a), subseasonal temperature variance (b), mean cold
autumn day temperature (c) and mean warm autumn day temperature (d) anomalies, 1979–2013. Variance is calculated at each grid point before area
averaging. Anomalies are calculated for 10� latitude bands and are relative to the 1980–1999 mean. e, Linear trends of zonal-mean autumn mean
temperature (green), subseasonal temperature variance (black), cold autumn day temperature (blue) and warm autumn day temperature (red). The
cross-hatching denotes 10� latitude bands for which the variance trend is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. f,g, Probability density
functions (f) and cumulative distribution functions (g) for autumn daily-mean temperature anomalies over latitudes 55�–80� N for the periods 1979–1988
(black) and 2004–2013 (green). In f and g, the blue and red lines denote the 5% and 95% thresholds of the distributions (based on the 1979–1988
period in f).

providing evidence that cold air advection from the north is a
key driver of cold autumn days. Associated incursions of dry
polar air may also be conducive to clear skies and enhanced
long-wave cooling. Conversely, extremely warm autumn days
are predominantly coincident with southerly, southeasterly or
southwesterly winds and hence, warm air advection.

Both northerly and southerly winds have warmed in autumn
over the past 35 years (Fig. 3a,b, respectively), but at di�ering rates
over the mid to high-latitudes. Figure 3c illustrates this, averaged
by latitudinal band, and shows specifically that northerlies have
warmed faster than southerlies. Between 60�–70� N, northerlies
have warmed by more than 0.5 �C per decade, almost twice the
rate of southerlies—a di�erence that is statistically significant at the
95% confidence level (Fig. 3c). These diverging trends reflect the
latitudinal profile of mean warming (Fig. 1e) and not dynamical
changes in wind direction, as there are no long-term trends in the
frequency of northerlies (Fig. 3d). A significant divergence between
temperature trends for northerlies and southerlies is also found in
winter (60�–70� N), but not in spring or summer (Supplementary
Fig. 7). It is proposed that a direct thermodynamic consequence
of Arctic amplification is that northerly winds warm faster than
southerly winds, and this reduces subseasonal temperature variance
in the cold seasons.

Continued Arctic amplification is anticipated in response to
future anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions21. On the basis
of the analysis of contemporary measurements, this suggests that
further decreases in subseasonal temperature variability tied to
Arctic amplification can be expected in the future. This possibility
is investigated using model simulations performed with 34 di�erent

coupled climate models, all of which have been forced with identical
projected increases in greenhouse gas concentrations through to
the year 2100. Focusing first on autumn, Arctic amplification
is clearly evident in the multi-model mean (Fig. 4a) and in
each model individually (Fig. 4i), although the magnitude of
Arctic amplification (defined here as the ratio of warming over
latitudes 60�–80� N compared with that over latitudes 30�–50� N)
varies across the models from 1.1 to 1.9 with a mean value of
1.5 (these values are lower than previous estimates21 because they
are derived from data for land regions alone and therefore, large
warming over theArcticOcean related to projected sea ice loss is not
included). As proposed, robust decreases in autumn temperature
variance are identified in the multi-model mean over latitudes
50�–80� N (Fig. 4b), confirming similar findings in previous
studies22–24. Variance declines are projected for almost all longitudes
between 50�–80� N (Supplementary Fig. 8). All models except
one show a decrease in autumn variance averaged over latitudes
50�–70� N (Fig. 4i), with a multi-model-mean trend of �0.4 �C2

per decade. There is a significant linear relationship across the
models (r = �0.60; p < 0.01) between the magnitude of Arctic
amplification and the decrease in autumn variance over 50�–70� N,
which provides further support for the hypothesis.

Turning to other seasons, over the twenty-first century, the
models project stronger Arctic warming in winter than in autumn
(Fig. 4c). The multi-model mean Arctic amplification in winter
is 1.9, with a range of 1.4–2.5 in the individual models (Fig. 4j).
Consistent with strong Arctic amplification, large decreases in
temperature variance are projected in winter (Fig. 4d), and extend
further south into mid-latitudes (to 40� N) than they do in autumn.
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Figure 1 | Changing mean temperature and variability. a–d, Zonal-mean autumn mean temperature (a), subseasonal temperature variance (b), mean cold
autumn day temperature (c) and mean warm autumn day temperature (d) anomalies, 1979–2013. Variance is calculated at each grid point before area
averaging. Anomalies are calculated for 10� latitude bands and are relative to the 1980–1999 mean. e, Linear trends of zonal-mean autumn mean
temperature (green), subseasonal temperature variance (black), cold autumn day temperature (blue) and warm autumn day temperature (red). The
cross-hatching denotes 10� latitude bands for which the variance trend is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. f,g, Probability density
functions (f) and cumulative distribution functions (g) for autumn daily-mean temperature anomalies over latitudes 55�–80� N for the periods 1979–1988
(black) and 2004–2013 (green). In f and g, the blue and red lines denote the 5% and 95% thresholds of the distributions (based on the 1979–1988
period in f).

providing evidence that cold air advection from the north is a
key driver of cold autumn days. Associated incursions of dry
polar air may also be conducive to clear skies and enhanced
long-wave cooling. Conversely, extremely warm autumn days
are predominantly coincident with southerly, southeasterly or
southwesterly winds and hence, warm air advection.

Both northerly and southerly winds have warmed in autumn
over the past 35 years (Fig. 3a,b, respectively), but at di�ering rates
over the mid to high-latitudes. Figure 3c illustrates this, averaged
by latitudinal band, and shows specifically that northerlies have
warmed faster than southerlies. Between 60�–70� N, northerlies
have warmed by more than 0.5 �C per decade, almost twice the
rate of southerlies—a di�erence that is statistically significant at the
95% confidence level (Fig. 3c). These diverging trends reflect the
latitudinal profile of mean warming (Fig. 1e) and not dynamical
changes in wind direction, as there are no long-term trends in the
frequency of northerlies (Fig. 3d). A significant divergence between
temperature trends for northerlies and southerlies is also found in
winter (60�–70� N), but not in spring or summer (Supplementary
Fig. 7). It is proposed that a direct thermodynamic consequence
of Arctic amplification is that northerly winds warm faster than
southerly winds, and this reduces subseasonal temperature variance
in the cold seasons.

Continued Arctic amplification is anticipated in response to
future anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions21. On the basis
of the analysis of contemporary measurements, this suggests that
further decreases in subseasonal temperature variability tied to
Arctic amplification can be expected in the future. This possibility
is investigated using model simulations performed with 34 di�erent

coupled climate models, all of which have been forced with identical
projected increases in greenhouse gas concentrations through to
the year 2100. Focusing first on autumn, Arctic amplification
is clearly evident in the multi-model mean (Fig. 4a) and in
each model individually (Fig. 4i), although the magnitude of
Arctic amplification (defined here as the ratio of warming over
latitudes 60�–80� N compared with that over latitudes 30�–50� N)
varies across the models from 1.1 to 1.9 with a mean value of
1.5 (these values are lower than previous estimates21 because they
are derived from data for land regions alone and therefore, large
warming over theArcticOcean related to projected sea ice loss is not
included). As proposed, robust decreases in autumn temperature
variance are identified in the multi-model mean over latitudes
50�–80� N (Fig. 4b), confirming similar findings in previous
studies22–24. Variance declines are projected for almost all longitudes
between 50�–80� N (Supplementary Fig. 8). All models except
one show a decrease in autumn variance averaged over latitudes
50�–70� N (Fig. 4i), with a multi-model-mean trend of �0.4 �C2

per decade. There is a significant linear relationship across the
models (r = �0.60; p < 0.01) between the magnitude of Arctic
amplification and the decrease in autumn variance over 50�–70� N,
which provides further support for the hypothesis.

Turning to other seasons, over the twenty-first century, the
models project stronger Arctic warming in winter than in autumn
(Fig. 4c). The multi-model mean Arctic amplification in winter
is 1.9, with a range of 1.4–2.5 in the individual models (Fig. 4j).
Consistent with strong Arctic amplification, large decreases in
temperature variance are projected in winter (Fig. 4d), and extend
further south into mid-latitudes (to 40� N) than they do in autumn.
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Figure 1 | Changing mean temperature and variability. a–d, Zonal-mean autumn mean temperature (a), subseasonal temperature variance (b), mean cold
autumn day temperature (c) and mean warm autumn day temperature (d) anomalies, 1979–2013. Variance is calculated at each grid point before area
averaging. Anomalies are calculated for 10� latitude bands and are relative to the 1980–1999 mean. e, Linear trends of zonal-mean autumn mean
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cross-hatching denotes 10� latitude bands for which the variance trend is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. f,g, Probability density
functions (f) and cumulative distribution functions (g) for autumn daily-mean temperature anomalies over latitudes 55�–80� N for the periods 1979–1988
(black) and 2004–2013 (green). In f and g, the blue and red lines denote the 5% and 95% thresholds of the distributions (based on the 1979–1988
period in f).

providing evidence that cold air advection from the north is a
key driver of cold autumn days. Associated incursions of dry
polar air may also be conducive to clear skies and enhanced
long-wave cooling. Conversely, extremely warm autumn days
are predominantly coincident with southerly, southeasterly or
southwesterly winds and hence, warm air advection.

Both northerly and southerly winds have warmed in autumn
over the past 35 years (Fig. 3a,b, respectively), but at di�ering rates
over the mid to high-latitudes. Figure 3c illustrates this, averaged
by latitudinal band, and shows specifically that northerlies have
warmed faster than southerlies. Between 60�–70� N, northerlies
have warmed by more than 0.5 �C per decade, almost twice the
rate of southerlies—a di�erence that is statistically significant at the
95% confidence level (Fig. 3c). These diverging trends reflect the
latitudinal profile of mean warming (Fig. 1e) and not dynamical
changes in wind direction, as there are no long-term trends in the
frequency of northerlies (Fig. 3d). A significant divergence between
temperature trends for northerlies and southerlies is also found in
winter (60�–70� N), but not in spring or summer (Supplementary
Fig. 7). It is proposed that a direct thermodynamic consequence
of Arctic amplification is that northerly winds warm faster than
southerly winds, and this reduces subseasonal temperature variance
in the cold seasons.

Continued Arctic amplification is anticipated in response to
future anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions21. On the basis
of the analysis of contemporary measurements, this suggests that
further decreases in subseasonal temperature variability tied to
Arctic amplification can be expected in the future. This possibility
is investigated using model simulations performed with 34 di�erent

coupled climate models, all of which have been forced with identical
projected increases in greenhouse gas concentrations through to
the year 2100. Focusing first on autumn, Arctic amplification
is clearly evident in the multi-model mean (Fig. 4a) and in
each model individually (Fig. 4i), although the magnitude of
Arctic amplification (defined here as the ratio of warming over
latitudes 60�–80� N compared with that over latitudes 30�–50� N)
varies across the models from 1.1 to 1.9 with a mean value of
1.5 (these values are lower than previous estimates21 because they
are derived from data for land regions alone and therefore, large
warming over theArcticOcean related to projected sea ice loss is not
included). As proposed, robust decreases in autumn temperature
variance are identified in the multi-model mean over latitudes
50�–80� N (Fig. 4b), confirming similar findings in previous
studies22–24. Variance declines are projected for almost all longitudes
between 50�–80� N (Supplementary Fig. 8). All models except
one show a decrease in autumn variance averaged over latitudes
50�–70� N (Fig. 4i), with a multi-model-mean trend of �0.4 �C2

per decade. There is a significant linear relationship across the
models (r = �0.60; p < 0.01) between the magnitude of Arctic
amplification and the decrease in autumn variance over 50�–70� N,
which provides further support for the hypothesis.

Turning to other seasons, over the twenty-first century, the
models project stronger Arctic warming in winter than in autumn
(Fig. 4c). The multi-model mean Arctic amplification in winter
is 1.9, with a range of 1.4–2.5 in the individual models (Fig. 4j).
Consistent with strong Arctic amplification, large decreases in
temperature variance are projected in winter (Fig. 4d), and extend
further south into mid-latitudes (to 40� N) than they do in autumn.
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Figure 2 | Surface signature of wintertime Arctic sea-ice loss and the
negative PDO phase. a, Composite di�erences of sea-ice concentration
between winters of below-average sea-ice area (LI) and above-average
sea-ice area (HI) during PDO� ([LI�HI]PDO�). b, Composite di�erences of
sea surface temperatures between winters of PDO� and PDO+ with
above-average sea-ice area ([PDO� � PDO+]HI). c, As a but for PDO+
winters ([LI�HI]PDO+). d, As b but for LI winters ([PDO� � PDO+]LI).
e,f, Prescribed di�erences in winter sea-ice concentrations between the LI
and HI experiments (e), and sea surface temperatures between PDO� and
PDO+ experiments (f).

of the PDO phase on the magnitude of sea-ice-induced Arctic
atmospheric warming. Furthermore, although the interpretation
of the observational analysis is complicated by the fact that the
composites yield unequal sea-ice anomalies (Fig. 2a,c), and by the
fact that the PDO-related SST anomalies may be a response to,
as well as a driver of, atmospheric variability (see Supplementary
Discussion), the model simulations unambiguously demonstrate
that the Arctic warms more during PDO� than in PDO+, in
response to identical sea-ice loss.

Considering spatial maps rather than zonal means and
irrespective of the PDO phase, sea-ice loss induces pan-Arctic
warming, with largest magnitudes over the Sea of Okhotsk
and west of Greenland (Fig. 4a, shading; [LI�HI]PDO-,PDO+).
The enhanced warming response to sea-ice loss during

PDO� ([LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+) occurs mainly over the
central Arctic (Fig. 4b, shading) and north of the regions of
winter sea-ice loss (Fig. 2e), indicating it is not caused directly
by enhanced local surface heat flux changes, which are largely
confined (by design) to areas of sea-ice loss. Instead, they are
caused by advection of warmed (and moistened) air into the central
Arctic from the regions of sea-ice loss. To better understand how
the PDO phase may influence the response to sea-ice loss, Fig. 4c
(and arrows only in Fig. 4b) presents the direct response to the
PDO ([PDO� �PDO+]LI,HI). The PDO phase clearly influences
the winter-mean atmospheric circulation, principally over the
Pacific Ocean (Fig. 4c, arrows), and its influence also extends into
the Arctic (Fig. 4b, arrows). Anomalous southerly winds occur
during PDO� over the central North Pacific (reflecting a weakened
Aleutian Low), which advect air warmed by wintertime sea-ice
loss in the Sea of Okhotsk and Bering Sea into the central Arctic.
Similarly, anomalous westerly and southerly flow south and east
of Greenland during PDO� advects air into the central Arctic
that has been warmed by sea-ice loss in the Labrador Sea, Ba�n
Bay and Greenland Sea. We argue that enhanced ice-loss-driven
Arctic warming during PDO�, relative to PDO+, partly arises
because the atmospheric circulation during PDO� is more e�ective
at transporting sea-ice-driven temperature anomalies from the
peripheral Arctic seas into the central Arctic.

In addition, aspects of the circulation response to sea-ice
loss are apparently conditional on the PDO phase (Fig. 4d,
arrows; [LI�HI]PDO- � [LI�HI]PDO+), which could be both a
driver of and a consequence of the enhanced warming response
(Fig. 4d, shading; [LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+). Sea-ice loss causes
enhanced southerly anomalies in the Beaufort and East Siberian
Seas as well as eastward and north of Greenland during PDO�
relative to PDO+, which further enhance warming in these regions.
In short, both themean circulation during PDO� relative to PDO+
and the sea-ice-driven circulation anomalies during PDO� relative
to PDO+ are conducive to warm air advection into the Arctic. This
behaviour o�ers a physical explanation for the enhanced Arctic
warming response observed both in our model simulations and in
the real world.

We emphasize that the enhanced Arctic warming response in
PDO� relative to PDO+ is not a direct response to the PDO
shift, but rather is an indirect modulation by the PDO of the
atmospheric response to sea-ice loss. The PDO has only a weak
direct e�ect on central Arctic temperatures (Fig. 4c, shading);
therefore, the dominant e�ect of the PDO in the Arctic is
indirect through its influence on wind patterns, which in turn
a�ects the magnitude of Arctic warming owing to sea-ice loss
(Fig. 4b, shading).

Returning to the zonally averaged response to sea-ice loss, we
find significantly elevated geopotential heights at high latitudes,
increasing in magnitude with altitude, under both PDO phases
(Fig. 3d,e; [LI�HI]PDO�, [LI�HI]PDO+). This is a direct response
to tropospheric warming dictated by the hypsometric equation.
The geopotential height inflation is larger over the Arctic during
PDO� than in PDO+ (Fig. 3f; [LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+),
consistent with greater high-latitude warming (Fig. 3c). In the 30� –
55� N latitude band, heights decrease significantly, most strongly at
upper levels, consistent with a compensating descending motion
(Fig. 3d,e). During both PDO phases, sea-ice loss causes weaker
westerlies centred near 55� N and stronger westerlies near 35� N
(Fig. 3g,h; [LI�HI]PDO�, [LI�HI]PDO+). This response pattern
implies an equatorward shift of the mid-latitude storm tracks
and associated eddy-driven jetstream, consistent with previous
studies of the response to sea-ice loss in atmosphere-only29
and coupled-model simulations28. The wind response is stronger
during PDO� than in PDO+, with further reduced westerlies
in latitudes 60� –75� N throughout the troposphere (Fig. 3i;
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Figure 3 | PDOmodulation of simulated wintertime atmospheric response to Arctic sea-ice loss. a–c, Zonal-mean winter (December–January–February)
temperature response to Arctic sea-ice loss during PDO� ([LI�HI]PDO�) (a) and PDO+ ([LI�HI]PDO+) (b) and their di�erence ([LI�HI]PDO� �
[LI�HI]PDO+) (c). d–f, As a–c, but for geopotential height. g–i, As a–c, but for zonal wind. Grey hatching denotes responses that are not statistically
significant at the 95% (p=0.05) confidence level. Black contours in g and h show the climatological zonal-mean wind (in the HI experiments) and are
drawn at intervals of 5 m s�1. Note the di�erent colour scales in each panel.

[LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+). These simulations strongly suggest
that the greater AA during PDO� versus PDO+ in response to
identical sea-ice loss results in a more pronounced reduction in
the poleward gradient of geopotential height, leading to larger
reductions in the zonal-mean westerlies, with possible implications
for mid-latitude weather5,18,19,30.

In summary, this work is strongly suggestive of an important
interaction between natural climate variability and one of the
most conspicuous aspects of human-induced climate change: the
loss of Arctic sea ice24–26. Our results from both observations and
model experiments suggest that AA in response to sea-ice loss
is enhanced during PDO�. Given the oscillatory nature of the
PDO and other persistent SST patterns (such as that associated
with ENSO and NPI; see Supplementary Discussion), improved

understanding of such interactions between natural variability
and forced sea-ice change may improve our ability to predict
decadal variability and trends in Arctic and sub-Arctic climate. We
speculate that the observed recent shift to the positive PDO phase
(Fig. 1a), if maintained and all other factors being equal, may act
to temporarily reduce the pace of wintertime Arctic warming in the
near future.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Figure 2 | Surface signature of wintertime Arctic sea-ice loss and the
negative PDO phase. a, Composite di�erences of sea-ice concentration
between winters of below-average sea-ice area (LI) and above-average
sea-ice area (HI) during PDO� ([LI�HI]PDO�). b, Composite di�erences of
sea surface temperatures between winters of PDO� and PDO+ with
above-average sea-ice area ([PDO� � PDO+]HI). c, As a but for PDO+
winters ([LI�HI]PDO+). d, As b but for LI winters ([PDO� � PDO+]LI).
e,f, Prescribed di�erences in winter sea-ice concentrations between the LI
and HI experiments (e), and sea surface temperatures between PDO� and
PDO+ experiments (f).

of the PDO phase on the magnitude of sea-ice-induced Arctic
atmospheric warming. Furthermore, although the interpretation
of the observational analysis is complicated by the fact that the
composites yield unequal sea-ice anomalies (Fig. 2a,c), and by the
fact that the PDO-related SST anomalies may be a response to,
as well as a driver of, atmospheric variability (see Supplementary
Discussion), the model simulations unambiguously demonstrate
that the Arctic warms more during PDO� than in PDO+, in
response to identical sea-ice loss.

Considering spatial maps rather than zonal means and
irrespective of the PDO phase, sea-ice loss induces pan-Arctic
warming, with largest magnitudes over the Sea of Okhotsk
and west of Greenland (Fig. 4a, shading; [LI�HI]PDO-,PDO+).
The enhanced warming response to sea-ice loss during

PDO� ([LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+) occurs mainly over the
central Arctic (Fig. 4b, shading) and north of the regions of
winter sea-ice loss (Fig. 2e), indicating it is not caused directly
by enhanced local surface heat flux changes, which are largely
confined (by design) to areas of sea-ice loss. Instead, they are
caused by advection of warmed (and moistened) air into the central
Arctic from the regions of sea-ice loss. To better understand how
the PDO phase may influence the response to sea-ice loss, Fig. 4c
(and arrows only in Fig. 4b) presents the direct response to the
PDO ([PDO� �PDO+]LI,HI). The PDO phase clearly influences
the winter-mean atmospheric circulation, principally over the
Pacific Ocean (Fig. 4c, arrows), and its influence also extends into
the Arctic (Fig. 4b, arrows). Anomalous southerly winds occur
during PDO� over the central North Pacific (reflecting a weakened
Aleutian Low), which advect air warmed by wintertime sea-ice
loss in the Sea of Okhotsk and Bering Sea into the central Arctic.
Similarly, anomalous westerly and southerly flow south and east
of Greenland during PDO� advects air into the central Arctic
that has been warmed by sea-ice loss in the Labrador Sea, Ba�n
Bay and Greenland Sea. We argue that enhanced ice-loss-driven
Arctic warming during PDO�, relative to PDO+, partly arises
because the atmospheric circulation during PDO� is more e�ective
at transporting sea-ice-driven temperature anomalies from the
peripheral Arctic seas into the central Arctic.

In addition, aspects of the circulation response to sea-ice
loss are apparently conditional on the PDO phase (Fig. 4d,
arrows; [LI�HI]PDO- � [LI�HI]PDO+), which could be both a
driver of and a consequence of the enhanced warming response
(Fig. 4d, shading; [LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+). Sea-ice loss causes
enhanced southerly anomalies in the Beaufort and East Siberian
Seas as well as eastward and north of Greenland during PDO�
relative to PDO+, which further enhance warming in these regions.
In short, both themean circulation during PDO� relative to PDO+
and the sea-ice-driven circulation anomalies during PDO� relative
to PDO+ are conducive to warm air advection into the Arctic. This
behaviour o�ers a physical explanation for the enhanced Arctic
warming response observed both in our model simulations and in
the real world.

We emphasize that the enhanced Arctic warming response in
PDO� relative to PDO+ is not a direct response to the PDO
shift, but rather is an indirect modulation by the PDO of the
atmospheric response to sea-ice loss. The PDO has only a weak
direct e�ect on central Arctic temperatures (Fig. 4c, shading);
therefore, the dominant e�ect of the PDO in the Arctic is
indirect through its influence on wind patterns, which in turn
a�ects the magnitude of Arctic warming owing to sea-ice loss
(Fig. 4b, shading).

Returning to the zonally averaged response to sea-ice loss, we
find significantly elevated geopotential heights at high latitudes,
increasing in magnitude with altitude, under both PDO phases
(Fig. 3d,e; [LI�HI]PDO�, [LI�HI]PDO+). This is a direct response
to tropospheric warming dictated by the hypsometric equation.
The geopotential height inflation is larger over the Arctic during
PDO� than in PDO+ (Fig. 3f; [LI�HI]PDO� � [LI�HI]PDO+),
consistent with greater high-latitude warming (Fig. 3c). In the 30� –
55� N latitude band, heights decrease significantly, most strongly at
upper levels, consistent with a compensating descending motion
(Fig. 3d,e). During both PDO phases, sea-ice loss causes weaker
westerlies centred near 55� N and stronger westerlies near 35� N
(Fig. 3g,h; [LI�HI]PDO�, [LI�HI]PDO+). This response pattern
implies an equatorward shift of the mid-latitude storm tracks
and associated eddy-driven jetstream, consistent with previous
studies of the response to sea-ice loss in atmosphere-only29
and coupled-model simulations28. The wind response is stronger
during PDO� than in PDO+, with further reduced westerlies
in latitudes 60� –75� N throughout the troposphere (Fig. 3i;
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State dependence and non-linearities

- jet position response is small compared to 
internal variability 

- no robust response of jet variability 

- jet position response is non-linear:  
a larger reduction in ice does not mean a 
larger jet-stream response 

CAM5 simulations: 55 years per simulation 
Chen et al. (2016; JCLI)
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FIG. 7. Position of the Northern Hemisphere polar jet stream in December with increased (red) and decreased

(blue) Arctic sea-ice coverage for the sea-ice scenarios (a) 1 and �1, (b) 2 and �2, and (c) 3 and �3. Thin

lines show the jet stream position of individual ensemble members and thick lines represent the ensemble mean

position.
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Has it?

Unlikely that sea ice loss has significantly impacted the jet-stream. 
The evidence suggests the effects of sea ice loss are small.
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Has it?

Unlikely that sea ice loss has significantly impacted the jet-stream. 
The evidence suggests the effects of sea ice loss are small.

1. Internal atmospheric variability is large. The data record is short.

2. Which way does causality point? This is practically impossible to 
determine from observations alone.

3. Response exhibits climate state dependence and non-linearities 
making mechanistic understanding and attribution even more difficult. 

4. Temperature variance decreases.
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Will Arctic warming significantly influence the midlatitude jetstream? 

Future Projections
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Arctic amplification under RCP8.5

- Under RCP8.5, Arctic expected to warm 1.5-2 times more than the global-
average by 2100 

- Arctic amplification is largest in winter

For Peer Review

  

 

 

Figure 4: The horizontal and vertical pattern of projected warming. Zonal-mean, multi-model mean air 
temperature response (shading) between 2099-2076 and 1980- 2004 under RCP8.5 for 21 CMIP5 models 
for winter (a; January-February-March) and summer (b; July-August-September). [Adapted from Barnes 

and Polvani 2014]  
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- CMIP5 models show decreased temperature variance at high latitudes 
in the future due to decreased near-surface temperature gradient
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FIG. 6. CMIP5 multimodel median values of 850-hPa potential temperature statistics for (left) DJF and (right) JJA. (a) Synoptic potential
temperature variance q 02 for the years 1980–1999 of the historical simulations. (b) Percentage change of the synoptic potential temperature variance
q 02 in the years 2080–2099 of the RCP 8.5 simulations relative to the years 1980–1999 of the historical simulations shown in (a). (c) Percentage
change of the squared meridional potential temperature gradient (∂yq̄)2 in the years 2080–2099 of the RCP 8.5 simulations relative to the years
1980–1999 of the historical simulations. (To calculate the gradients, mean potential temperatures were smoothed with a spherical harmonics filter
that damped spherical wavenumbers greater than 6 and completely filtered out wavenumbers greater than 10.) (d) Percentage change of the squared
mixing length L02 = q 02/(∂yq̄)2 implied by the variance and meridional potential temperature gradient, in the years 2080–2099 of the RCP 8.5
simulations relative to the years 1980–1999 of the historical simulations. Synoptic potential temperature variations are bandpass filtered to 3–15 d.
In the dark grey regions, topography extends above the mean 850-hPa isobar. The light gray bar blocks out the equatorial region, where potential
temperature gradients are weak and their percentage changes become large.

Ocean in summer (DJF). (Variance changes in the tropics
and subtropics are more complex and shaped by the distri-
bution of continents and deep convection; however, they
are not our focus here.)

Much of the spatial and seasonal structure of the syn-
optic variance changes can be accounted for by changes
in the meridional potential temperature gradient ∂yq̄ .1 To

1Given that zonal potential temperature gradients in some regions
are also large (e.g., near continental boundaries, see de Vries et al.
2012), one might also consider the total horizontal potential temper-

obtain gradients on the scales of the energy-containing ed-
dies in the atmosphere (on scales the eddies “see”), we
smoothed the mean potential temperature with a spheri-
cal harmonics filter that gradually damped total (spheri-
cal) wavenumbers greater than 6 and completely filtered
out wavenumbers greater than 10. Figure 6c shows the

ature gradient —hq̄ and its changes under global warming. However,
considering the total gradient —hq̄ in place of the meridional gradient
∂yq̄ only affects details of regional changes (e.g., the region of gradient
increases over the Arctic Ocean in DJF, see Fig. 6c), but overall it does
not materially change our results.

RCP8.5 potential temperature differences
(2080-2099) - (1980-1999)
Schneider et al. (2014; JCLI), Fig. 6

multi-model mean  
variance

multi-model mean  
variance response
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In the dark grey regions, topography extends above the mean 850-hPa isobar. The light gray bar blocks out the equatorial region, where potential
temperature gradients are weak and their percentage changes become large.

Ocean in summer (DJF). (Variance changes in the tropics
and subtropics are more complex and shaped by the distri-
bution of continents and deep convection; however, they
are not our focus here.)

Much of the spatial and seasonal structure of the syn-
optic variance changes can be accounted for by changes
in the meridional potential temperature gradient ∂yq̄ .1 To

1Given that zonal potential temperature gradients in some regions
are also large (e.g., near continental boundaries, see de Vries et al.
2012), one might also consider the total horizontal potential temper-

obtain gradients on the scales of the energy-containing ed-
dies in the atmosphere (on scales the eddies “see”), we
smoothed the mean potential temperature with a spheri-
cal harmonics filter that gradually damped total (spheri-
cal) wavenumbers greater than 6 and completely filtered
out wavenumbers greater than 10. Figure 6c shows the

ature gradient —hq̄ and its changes under global warming. However,
considering the total gradient —hq̄ in place of the meridional gradient
∂yq̄ only affects details of regional changes (e.g., the region of gradient
increases over the Arctic Ocean in DJF, see Fig. 6c), but overall it does
not materially change our results.
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Ocean in summer (DJF). (Variance changes in the tropics
and subtropics are more complex and shaped by the distri-
bution of continents and deep convection; however, they
are not our focus here.)

Much of the spatial and seasonal structure of the syn-
optic variance changes can be accounted for by changes
in the meridional potential temperature gradient ∂yq̄ .1 To

1Given that zonal potential temperature gradients in some regions
are also large (e.g., near continental boundaries, see de Vries et al.
2012), one might also consider the total horizontal potential temper-

obtain gradients on the scales of the energy-containing ed-
dies in the atmosphere (on scales the eddies “see”), we
smoothed the mean potential temperature with a spheri-
cal harmonics filter that gradually damped total (spheri-
cal) wavenumbers greater than 6 and completely filtered
out wavenumbers greater than 10. Figure 6c shows the

ature gradient —hq̄ and its changes under global warming. However,
considering the total gradient —hq̄ in place of the meridional gradient
∂yq̄ only affects details of regional changes (e.g., the region of gradient
increases over the Arctic Ocean in DJF, see Fig. 6c), but overall it does
not materially change our results.

Temperature variance decreases
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Future Northern Hemisphere jet-streams

As the Arctic warms and the temperature gradient decreases
some have argued that the midlatitudes will see …

MEAN FLOW
slower winds
weaker jet
equatorward jet 

EDDIES/WAVES
slower waves
larger amplitudes
more blocking

posed by, for example 
Francis & Vavrus (2012; 2015) 
Liu et al. (2012)
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Fig. 1. The North America/North Atlantic sector (white contours) used to define the circulation
metrics used in this study. Also shown is the (shading) 500 geopotential height on January 15, 2005
from the GFDL-CM3 Historical integration. An example geopotential height isopleth (5350 m) is
outlined by the dashed black line, with white circles indicating the day’s maximum and minimum
latitudes over the North America/North Atlantic region.
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Long-term projections
(2076-2099) minus (1980-2004)
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the end of the 21st Century changes defined as the difference between
2076-2099 and 1980-2004.
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North America/North Atlantic results 
27 CMIP5 GCMs 
Barnes & Polvani (2015; JCLI)

Future Northern Hemisphere jet-streams
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Fig. 1. The North America/North Atlantic sector (white contours) used to define the circulation
metrics used in this study. Also shown is the (shading) 500 geopotential height on January 15, 2005
from the GFDL-CM3 Historical integration. An example geopotential height isopleth (5350 m) is
outlined by the dashed black line, with white circles indicating the day’s maximum and minimum
latitudes over the North America/North Atlantic region.
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the end of the 21st Century changes defined as the difference between
2076-2099 and 1980-2004.
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North America/North Atlantic results 
27 CMIP5 GCMs 
Barnes & Polvani (2015; JCLI)

term, these projections are of more immediate concern
in terms of climate impacts and adaptation strategies.
They are also likely more reliable than the long-term
projections at the end of the twenty-first century, as
those depend sensitively on the choice of the particular
scenario of anthropogenic forcings.

The near-term Arctic amplification, as projected by
the CMIP5 models, is shown in Fig. 3a. The different
colors correspond to different seasons, with the annual
mean value in gray; the vertical bars denote the 10th–
90th percentile range, and the crosses indicate models
that fall outside of this range. For nearly all seasons and

FIG. 3. Seasonal changes in the North America/North Atlantic sector between 2020–44 and 1980–2004 of (a) Arctic amplification,
(b) 500-hPa zonal wind change averaged between 308 and 708N, (c) jet speed, (d) jet shift, (e) 500-hPa geopotential phase speed change
for wavenumbers 1–6, (f) maximum DayMaxMin* wave extent, and (g) blocking frequency. Vertical bars denote the 10th–90th
percentile range, and crosses denote model responses that fall outside of this range. The horizontal bar denotes the multimodel
mean response.
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Near-term
(2020-2044)

Future Northern Hemisphere jet-streams
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Fig. 1. The North America/North Atlantic sector (white contours) used to define the circulation
metrics used in this study. Also shown is the (shading) 500 geopotential height on January 15, 2005
from the GFDL-CM3 Historical integration. An example geopotential height isopleth (5350 m) is
outlined by the dashed black line, with white circles indicating the day’s maximum and minimum
latitudes over the North America/North Atlantic region.
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Long-term projections
(2076-2099) minus (1980-2004)
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the end of the 21st Century changes defined as the difference between
2076-2099 and 1980-2004.
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term, these projections are of more immediate concern
in terms of climate impacts and adaptation strategies.
They are also likely more reliable than the long-term
projections at the end of the twenty-first century, as
those depend sensitively on the choice of the particular
scenario of anthropogenic forcings.

The near-term Arctic amplification, as projected by
the CMIP5 models, is shown in Fig. 3a. The different
colors correspond to different seasons, with the annual
mean value in gray; the vertical bars denote the 10th–
90th percentile range, and the crosses indicate models
that fall outside of this range. For nearly all seasons and

FIG. 3. Seasonal changes in the North America/North Atlantic sector between 2020–44 and 1980–2004 of (a) Arctic amplification,
(b) 500-hPa zonal wind change averaged between 308 and 708N, (c) jet speed, (d) jet shift, (e) 500-hPa geopotential phase speed change
for wavenumbers 1–6, (f) maximum DayMaxMin* wave extent, and (g) blocking frequency. Vertical bars denote the 10th–90th
percentile range, and crosses denote model responses that fall outside of this range. The horizontal bar denotes the multimodel
mean response.
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Near-term
(2020-2044)

4. Relationships between Arctic amplification and
circulation changes

Although the CMIP5 models suggest that Arctic
amplification alone will not be the dominant driver of
future changes in the midlatitude circulation over the
North America/North Atlantic sector following the
FL12 mechanism, it would be simplistic to conclude
that Arctic amplification has no role to play at all. In

this section we demonstrate that, for some of the cir-
culation metrics we have been considering, the model
spread in the long-term circulation changes can be
explained, to some degree, by the model spread in
Arctic amplification. That is, Arctic amplification may
modulate the future circulation response of specific
metrics in specific seasons. In this section we focus on
the long-term changes alone to bring out the
clearest signal.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the end of the twenty-first-century changes defined as the difference between 2076–99 and 1980–2004.
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Far-term
(2076-2099)

Future Northern Hemisphere jet-streams
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Fig. 1. The North America/North Atlantic sector (white contours) used to define the circulation
metrics used in this study. Also shown is the (shading) 500 geopotential height on January 15, 2005
from the GFDL-CM3 Historical integration. An example geopotential height isopleth (5350 m) is
outlined by the dashed black line, with white circles indicating the day’s maximum and minimum
latitudes over the North America/North Atlantic region.
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the end of the 21st Century changes defined as the difference between
2076-2099 and 1980-2004.
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North America/North Atlantic results 
27 CMIP5 GCMs 
Barnes & Polvani (2015; JCLI)

IN GENERAL:
No consensus in the circulation 
response or response is of the 

opposite sign to that hypothesized 

term, these projections are of more immediate concern
in terms of climate impacts and adaptation strategies.
They are also likely more reliable than the long-term
projections at the end of the twenty-first century, as
those depend sensitively on the choice of the particular
scenario of anthropogenic forcings.

The near-term Arctic amplification, as projected by
the CMIP5 models, is shown in Fig. 3a. The different
colors correspond to different seasons, with the annual
mean value in gray; the vertical bars denote the 10th–
90th percentile range, and the crosses indicate models
that fall outside of this range. For nearly all seasons and

FIG. 3. Seasonal changes in the North America/North Atlantic sector between 2020–44 and 1980–2004 of (a) Arctic amplification,
(b) 500-hPa zonal wind change averaged between 308 and 708N, (c) jet speed, (d) jet shift, (e) 500-hPa geopotential phase speed change
for wavenumbers 1–6, (f) maximum DayMaxMin* wave extent, and (g) blocking frequency. Vertical bars denote the 10th–90th
percentile range, and crosses denote model responses that fall outside of this range. The horizontal bar denotes the multimodel
mean response.
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Near-term
(2020-2044)

4. Relationships between Arctic amplification and
circulation changes

Although the CMIP5 models suggest that Arctic
amplification alone will not be the dominant driver of
future changes in the midlatitude circulation over the
North America/North Atlantic sector following the
FL12 mechanism, it would be simplistic to conclude
that Arctic amplification has no role to play at all. In

this section we demonstrate that, for some of the cir-
culation metrics we have been considering, the model
spread in the long-term circulation changes can be
explained, to some degree, by the model spread in
Arctic amplification. That is, Arctic amplification may
modulate the future circulation response of specific
metrics in specific seasons. In this section we focus on
the long-term changes alone to bring out the
clearest signal.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the end of the twenty-first-century changes defined as the difference between 2076–99 and 1980–2004.
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Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2016GL070309

Figure 1. Evaluation of the sinuosity metric in ERAI. (a) Example of the isohypse selected for 6 January 2010 (red line).
Isohypse value defined as the Northern Hemisphere (NH) 30–70∘N Z500 average. Sinuosity defined as isohypse
perimeter divided by the 50∘N parallel length. AMerica, ATlantic, ASia, and PAcific subdomains are drawn. (b) Annual
cycles of selected isohypse value (dashed blue line), sinuosity for NH (thick black line) and subdomains (colored lines),
and respective interannual standard deviations (light blue and gray). (c) Time series of Atlantic winter
(January-February-March, JFM) sinuosity for different time scales (see colors) compared to normalized indices of
blocking (red), zonal (green), and NAO (blue). Zonal and NAO indices are multiplied by −1 to ease the interpretation.
Correlations with daily sinuosity
are indicated.
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Figure 3. CMIP5 projected changes in sinuosity. (a) Mean of Atlantic JFM daily sinuosity for ERAI, HIST, and RCP85. For
ERAI, a 95%-level confidence interval computed by bootstrapping years is added to estimate internal variability. For HIST
and RCP85, box plots represent the dispersion of the 24-model ensemble, and numbers of models with a 90%-level
significant RCP85-HIST positive (negative) difference are indicated in red (blue). Gray box plots represent the CESM-LENS
spread. (b) For all domains (rows) and seasons (columns), red (blue) colors represent 90% level significantly positive
(negative) RCP85-HIST ensemble-mean differences in sinuosity. Values represent the number of models individually
agreeing with the ensemble-mean difference. The color scale represents the ensemble-mean change in HIST SD units.

The procedure applied to all seasons and domains shows that RCP85 projections suggest a generalized
decrease in sinuosity in response to climate change (Figure 3b). The only significant increase is found over
America in winter. Over the whole NH, the model agreement on the sign of the change is the largest in sum-
mer and autumn and is the poorest in winter, partly due to the competition between the American sector and
elsewhere. This is consistent with Cattiaux et al. [2013] and Barnes and Polvani [2015], who find that the high-
est uncertainties in the NAM or jet stream response occur in winter. CMIP5 uncertainties in sinuosity changes
are overall dominated by model uncertainty, although internal variability can locally have a same order contri-
bution (across seasons, ! about 2 to 3 for the whole NH and 1 to 3 for subdomains). The generalized decrease
in sinuosity is associated with an increase in the minimum latitude (poleward shift of the southern edge of
the isohypse in line with the reported expansion of the tropics), while the decrease in maximum latitude
(equatorward shift of the northern edge) is less systematic (Figure S3). These results therefore suggest a merid-
ional narrowing of the midlatitude flow in response to climate change. Similar results are obtained for 5 day or
15 day sinuosity, confirming the predominant role of large-scale quasi-stationary circulation patterns in such
long-term changes (Figure S3).

4.3. Link With Changes in the Equator-to-Pole Temperature Gradient
As discussed by Held [1993], changes in midlatitude dynamics are expected to result from changes in the
vertical profile of the equator-to-pole temperature gradient. CMIP5 simulations project a particularly strong
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denote the 25th–75th percentile range, while the crosses
denote those models that lie outside of that range.
Seasonal differences are readily apparent, with the
maximum jet shift occurring in autumn in all three

sectors [March–May (MAM) for the Southern Hemi-
sphere and September–November (SON) for the
Northern Hemisphere], and most notably, the North
Atlantic jet showing no clear shift in DJF by the end of
the twenty-first century. Consistent with the jet vari-
ability being a function of the mean jet latitude, we do
not find a consistent response in jet variability in the
wintertime North Atlantic (not shown). Thus, it is clear
that the annual-mean results from this study mask rich
seasonality among themodel responses, and future work
should address how the story differs among the seasons
in each sector. However, this additional work is beyond
the scope of this paper.
We will, nonetheless, address one aspect of the sea-

sonality of the jet variability response, namely that of the
North Pacific. We noted above that the North Pacific jet
response differs from the North Atlantic and Southern
Hemisphere jet responses due to the presence of a
strong subtropical jet in the annual mean. However, the
subtropical jet has a seasonal cycle, maximizing in the
winter months [December–February (DJF)]. Thus,
one might expect the North Pacific summertime [June–
August (JJA)] jet to behave more like the Southern
Hemisphere and North Atlantic jets when the sub-
tropical jet is weak. Figure 13 shows the percent variance
explained of u850,700 by ~Zlat, ~Zspd, ~Zwdt, and ~ZEOF1 in
the North Pacific for DJF and JJA. The jet is farther

FIG. 12. Seasonal-mean jet shift (degrees poleward) between the
Historical and RCP8.5 experiments for the three sectors. The bars
denote the 25th–75th percentile range of themultimodel spread (22
models total) and the diagonal crosses denote themodels outside of
this range.

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 6, but for the North Pacific sector during (a) winter (DJF) and (b) summer (JJA).
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- Decrease in surface 
temperature gradient 

- Increase in upper-level 
temperature gradient 

- Who wins this tug-of-war? 
(see discussion” in Held (1993; BAMS))
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WIREs Climate Change Impact of Arctic warming on the midlatitude jet-stream
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FIGURE 4 | The horizontal and vertical pattern of projected warming. Zonal-mean, multimodel mean air temperature response (shading) between
2076–2099 and 1980–2004 under RCP8.5 for 21 CMIP5 models in (a) winter (January–February–March) and (b) summer (July–August–September).
(Reprinted with permission from Ref 47. Copyright 2014 American Meteorological Society)

North America/North Atlantic jet-stream will speed
up or slow down by 2100 (Figure 5(b)), the model
spread of the response is highly correlated with the
degree of Arctic warming in spring and summer
(Figure 5(d)). In addition, the jet latitude response is
negatively correlated with the degree of Arctic warm-
ing in winter (Figure 5(c)), suggesting that winter-
time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
(Figure 5(a)).

Other studies have also concluded that the pro-
jected changes in the mid-tropospheric winds and
storm tracks are correlated with the magnitude of Arc-
tic warming.45–47 While we stress that causality can-
not be explicitly determined from correlation analysis,
these results suggest that future Arctic warming may
modulate the circulation response to increasing green-
house gas emissions. Nonetheless, the net response
of the circulation—i.e., our best estimate of what
ultimately will occur—may not be what is expected
from Arctic warming alone.

Synthesis
The response of the midlatitude jet-stream over the
21st century will ultimately be determined by the
nonlinear interaction of many factors, only one of
which is Arctic surface warming. While the latest

climate models suggest a possible role for Arctic
warming in modulating this response, all of these
competing influences must be considered if one is
interested in the ultimate fate of midlatitude weather.

CONCLUSIONS
Does rapid Arctic warming have tangible implications
for weather in lower latitudes? The jury is still out.
While there is a growing consensus in the model-based
literature that that Arctic warming can, in isolation,
significantly influence the midlatitude circulation, this
neither implies that it has in the past, nor that it will in
the future. This is because internal atmospheric vari-
ability may obscure the influence of Arctic warming
and/or the Arctic influence may be small compared
with other factors that control midlatitude weather.
We suggest that it useful to frame inquiries using the
‘Can it?’, ‘Has it?’, and ‘Will it?’ approach. The ‘Can
it?’ and ‘Will it?’ questions are potentially tractable as
we continue to improve our mechanistic understand-
ing of the high-to-mid- latitude connections, and as
our models improve in their ability to simulate the
related dynamics. However, the ‘Has it?’ is likely to
continue to be more challenging to answer given the
short observational record and large internal variabil-
ity of the midlatitude atmosphere.
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spread of the response is highly correlated with the
degree of Arctic warming in spring and summer
(Figure 5(d)). In addition, the jet latitude response is
negatively correlated with the degree of Arctic warm-
ing in winter (Figure 5(c)), suggesting that winter-
time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
(Figure 5(a)).

Other studies have also concluded that the pro-
jected changes in the mid-tropospheric winds and
storm tracks are correlated with the magnitude of Arc-
tic warming.45–47 While we stress that causality can-
not be explicitly determined from correlation analysis,
these results suggest that future Arctic warming may
modulate the circulation response to increasing green-
house gas emissions. Nonetheless, the net response
of the circulation—i.e., our best estimate of what
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from Arctic warming alone.
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competing influences must be considered if one is
interested in the ultimate fate of midlatitude weather.

CONCLUSIONS
Does rapid Arctic warming have tangible implications
for weather in lower latitudes? The jury is still out.
While there is a growing consensus in the model-based
literature that that Arctic warming can, in isolation,
significantly influence the midlatitude circulation, this
neither implies that it has in the past, nor that it will in
the future. This is because internal atmospheric vari-
ability may obscure the influence of Arctic warming
and/or the Arctic influence may be small compared
with other factors that control midlatitude weather.
We suggest that it useful to frame inquiries using the
‘Can it?’, ‘Has it?’, and ‘Will it?’ approach. The ‘Can
it?’ and ‘Will it?’ questions are potentially tractable as
we continue to improve our mechanistic understand-
ing of the high-to-mid- latitude connections, and as
our models improve in their ability to simulate the
related dynamics. However, the ‘Has it?’ is likely to
continue to be more challenging to answer given the
short observational record and large internal variabil-
ity of the midlatitude atmosphere.
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North America/North Atlantic jet-stream will speed
up or slow down by 2100 (Figure 5(b)), the model
spread of the response is highly correlated with the
degree of Arctic warming in spring and summer
(Figure 5(d)). In addition, the jet latitude response is
negatively correlated with the degree of Arctic warm-
ing in winter (Figure 5(c)), suggesting that winter-
time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
(Figure 5(a)).

Other studies have also concluded that the pro-
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‘Can it?’, ‘Has it?’, and ‘Will it?’ approach. The ‘Can
it?’ and ‘Will it?’ questions are potentially tractable as
we continue to improve our mechanistic understand-
ing of the high-to-mid- latitude connections, and as
our models improve in their ability to simulate the
related dynamics. However, the ‘Has it?’ is likely to
continue to be more challenging to answer given the
short observational record and large internal variabil-
ity of the midlatitude atmosphere.
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North America/North Atlantic jet-stream will speed
up or slow down by 2100 (Figure 5(b)), the model
spread of the response is highly correlated with the
degree of Arctic warming in spring and summer
(Figure 5(d)). In addition, the jet latitude response is
negatively correlated with the degree of Arctic warm-
ing in winter (Figure 5(c)), suggesting that winter-
time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
(Figure 5(a)).

Other studies have also concluded that the pro-
jected changes in the mid-tropospheric winds and
storm tracks are correlated with the magnitude of Arc-
tic warming.45–47 While we stress that causality can-
not be explicitly determined from correlation analysis,
these results suggest that future Arctic warming may
modulate the circulation response to increasing green-
house gas emissions. Nonetheless, the net response
of the circulation—i.e., our best estimate of what
ultimately will occur—may not be what is expected
from Arctic warming alone.

Synthesis
The response of the midlatitude jet-stream over the
21st century will ultimately be determined by the
nonlinear interaction of many factors, only one of
which is Arctic surface warming. While the latest

climate models suggest a possible role for Arctic
warming in modulating this response, all of these
competing influences must be considered if one is
interested in the ultimate fate of midlatitude weather.

CONCLUSIONS
Does rapid Arctic warming have tangible implications
for weather in lower latitudes? The jury is still out.
While there is a growing consensus in the model-based
literature that that Arctic warming can, in isolation,
significantly influence the midlatitude circulation, this
neither implies that it has in the past, nor that it will in
the future. This is because internal atmospheric vari-
ability may obscure the influence of Arctic warming
and/or the Arctic influence may be small compared
with other factors that control midlatitude weather.
We suggest that it useful to frame inquiries using the
‘Can it?’, ‘Has it?’, and ‘Will it?’ approach. The ‘Can
it?’ and ‘Will it?’ questions are potentially tractable as
we continue to improve our mechanistic understand-
ing of the high-to-mid- latitude connections, and as
our models improve in their ability to simulate the
related dynamics. However, the ‘Has it?’ is likely to
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time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
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North America/North Atlantic jet-stream will speed
up or slow down by 2100 (Figure 5(b)), the model
spread of the response is highly correlated with the
degree of Arctic warming in spring and summer
(Figure 5(d)). In addition, the jet latitude response is
negatively correlated with the degree of Arctic warm-
ing in winter (Figure 5(c)), suggesting that winter-
time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
(Figure 5(a)).

Other studies have also concluded that the pro-
jected changes in the mid-tropospheric winds and
storm tracks are correlated with the magnitude of Arc-
tic warming.45–47 While we stress that causality can-
not be explicitly determined from correlation analysis,
these results suggest that future Arctic warming may
modulate the circulation response to increasing green-
house gas emissions. Nonetheless, the net response
of the circulation—i.e., our best estimate of what
ultimately will occur—may not be what is expected
from Arctic warming alone.

Synthesis
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CONCLUSIONS
Does rapid Arctic warming have tangible implications
for weather in lower latitudes? The jury is still out.
While there is a growing consensus in the model-based
literature that that Arctic warming can, in isolation,
significantly influence the midlatitude circulation, this
neither implies that it has in the past, nor that it will in
the future. This is because internal atmospheric vari-
ability may obscure the influence of Arctic warming
and/or the Arctic influence may be small compared
with other factors that control midlatitude weather.
We suggest that it useful to frame inquiries using the
‘Can it?’, ‘Has it?’, and ‘Will it?’ approach. The ‘Can
it?’ and ‘Will it?’ questions are potentially tractable as
we continue to improve our mechanistic understand-
ing of the high-to-mid- latitude connections, and as
our models improve in their ability to simulate the
related dynamics. However, the ‘Has it?’ is likely to
continue to be more challenging to answer given the
short observational record and large internal variabil-
ity of the midlatitude atmosphere.
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spread of the response is highly correlated with the
degree of Arctic warming in spring and summer
(Figure 5(d)). In addition, the jet latitude response is
negatively correlated with the degree of Arctic warm-
ing in winter (Figure 5(c)), suggesting that winter-
time Arctic amplification may reduce the magnitude
of the poleward shift driven by the tropical warming
(Figure 5(a)).

Other studies have also concluded that the pro-
jected changes in the mid-tropospheric winds and
storm tracks are correlated with the magnitude of Arc-
tic warming.45–47 While we stress that causality can-
not be explicitly determined from correlation analysis,
these results suggest that future Arctic warming may
modulate the circulation response to increasing green-
house gas emissions. Nonetheless, the net response
of the circulation—i.e., our best estimate of what
ultimately will occur—may not be what is expected
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climate models suggest a possible role for Arctic
warming in modulating this response, all of these
competing influences must be considered if one is
interested in the ultimate fate of midlatitude weather.

CONCLUSIONS
Does rapid Arctic warming have tangible implications
for weather in lower latitudes? The jury is still out.
While there is a growing consensus in the model-based
literature that that Arctic warming can, in isolation,
significantly influence the midlatitude circulation, this
neither implies that it has in the past, nor that it will in
the future. This is because internal atmospheric vari-
ability may obscure the influence of Arctic warming
and/or the Arctic influence may be small compared
with other factors that control midlatitude weather.
We suggest that it useful to frame inquiries using the
‘Can it?’, ‘Has it?’, and ‘Will it?’ approach. The ‘Can
it?’ and ‘Will it?’ questions are potentially tractable as
we continue to improve our mechanistic understand-
ing of the high-to-mid- latitude connections, and as
our models improve in their ability to simulate the
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continue to be more challenging to answer given the
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Tug-of-war between tropics and pole

- In CCSM4, the sea ice loss effects appears to cancel the poleward shift of the jet  

- In other CMIP5 models, the poleward shift “wins”

a pattern that resembles theGHG-forced response (recall
Fig. 5a). This warming pattern is accompanied by an in-
tensification of the global atmospheric hydrological cycle
as shown in Fig. 7. In particular, atmospheric condensa-
tional heating in DICE_coupled increases in the upper
troposphere and decreases in the lower troposphere,
indicative of an upward and poleward shift of the clima-
tological heating maxima in both hemispheres (Fig. 7a).
Embedded within this large-scale pattern is an in-
tensification of the two ITCZ heating maxima, especially
on their equatorward sides near 58N and 58S. The Arctic
planetary boundary layer also shows an increase in con-
densational heating. The global structure of the conden-
sational heating response to Arctic sea ice loss bears
a striking resemblance to that in DRPC8.5, with;15% of
the amplitude, reinforcing the notion that Arctic sea ice
loss leads to a ‘‘mini’’ global warming pattern when ocean
feedbacks are included (Fig. 7b; note different color scale).
In contrast, without ocean feedbacks, the condensational
heating response to Arctic sea ice loss is primarily con-
fined to the Arctic planetary boundary layer (not shown).
Consistent with the atmospheric condensational heating

response, DICE_coupled shows a global increase in
precipitation, with the largest increases in the Arctic
(;0.2mmday21), and more modest increases in the deep
tropics (;0.05–0.10mmday21) and middle latitudes of
both hemispheres (;0.05mmday21) (blue curve in Fig. 7c,
left y-axis scale). Most of the precipitation increase pole-
ward of;708N is due to the direct atmospheric response to
sea ice loss (DICE_atm; green curve in Fig. 7c, left y-axis
scale), while the nonlocal precipitation enhancement is due
to ocean–atmosphere coupling. Thus, air–sea feedbacks

impart a high degree of equatorial symmetry to the global-
scale precipitation response (dotted blue curve in Fig. 7c,
left y-axis scale), a structure that resembles the fully cou-
pled response to GHG forcing (DRPC8.5) with ;15% of
the amplitude (red curve in Fig. 7c, right y-axis scale).

e. Spatial patterns of the tropical precipitation and
SST responses to Arctic sea ice loss

Insight into the response of tropical precipitation to
Arctic sea ice loss may be gained by examining its spatial
pattern in the context of the underlying SST response.
Figure 8 shows the simulated climatological rainfall
distribution in the tropics and its response to Arctic sea
ice loss in DICE_coupled. In response to Arctic sea ice
loss, the climatological ITCZs in the Pacific shift equa-
torward and the South Pacific convergence zone (SPCZ)
shifts northeastward (cf. Figs. 8a,b). The Atlantic ITCZ
also shifts toward the equator, while the Indian Ocean
ITCZ, which is located south of the equator in the annual
mean, shows a slight strengthening. The equatorward
displacements of the Pacific ITCZs in DICE_coupled can
be understood in the context of the underlying SST re-
sponse shown in Fig. 8c. Tropical SSTs increase by 0.28–
0.38C, with maximum warming along the equator in the
Pacific sector. Thus, the Pacific ITCZs shift equatorward
in response to the altered local meridional SST gradient.
A similar relationship between rainfall and SST anoma-
lies is found for DRPC8.5 (not shown). The resemblance
of the Pacific ITCZ response patterns in DICE_coupled
(Fig. 8b) and DRPC8.5 (Fig. 8d) is noteworthy, although
themagnitude of the response toArctic sea ice loss is only
;15% of that associated with GHG changes.

FIG. 6. (a) Monthly zonally averaged 700-hPa zonal wind (m s21) response (color shading) in DRCP8.5; (b) as in
(a), but after removing the effects of Arctic sea ice loss (obtained by subtracting DICE_coupled from DRCP8.5).
Stippling indicates that the response is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Contours indicate the
climatological values from the CCSM4 historical run (contour interval is 5 m s21, zero contour is thickened, and
negative values are dashed). The months May–August have been repeated for clarity.
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Will it?

Perhaps. But not in the way many papers suggest.
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Will it?

Perhaps. But not in the way many papers suggest.

1. Temperature variance decreases.

2. No consensus in most jet-stream metrics (e.g. speed) in CMIP5 models, 
even though all exhibit Arctic amplification. 

3. Blocking decreases…maybe.

4. Jet-stream waviness decreases.

5. Evidence of a modulating effect but Arctic warming will not determine 
the net jet-stream response.
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Wrap-up
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(1) Can Arctic warming influence the midlatitude jetstream? 
Yes. There is substantial model evidence of an influence. 

(2) Has Arctic warming significantly influenced the midlatitude jetstream? 
Unlikely. The evidence-to-date does not support this conclusion - internal variability 
dominates. However, this doesn’t exclude the possibility of a small effect.  

(3) Will Arctic warming significantly influence the midlatitude jetstream? 
Perhaps…but not in the way some current hypotheses suggest. It may play a modulating role, 
rather than determining the sign of the response.

Conclusions
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(1) Can Arctic warming influence the midlatitude jetstream? 
Yes. There is substantial model evidence of an influence. 

(2) Has Arctic warming significantly influenced the midlatitude jetstream? 
Unlikely. The evidence-to-date does not support this conclusion - internal variability 
dominates. 

(3) Will Arctic warming significantly influence the midlatitude jetstream? 
Perhaps…but not in the way some current hypotheses suggest - and it may play a modulating 
role, rather than determining the sign of the response.

Conclusions

The midlatitude circulation is noisy and complex - as we continue to 
investigate a possible link with Arctic sea ice loss we must keep in 

mind that the Arctic does not and will not act in isolation.
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Changes in the North American winter dipole?
 

©2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved. 

 
 

Figure 1. North American Winter Temperature Dipole (NAWTD): Observed composites 
of (a) near-surface (2m) temperature anomalies and (b) mid-tropospheric (500mb) 
geopotential height anomalies for all historical (1980-2015) winter temperature dipole event 
occurrences defined using a 15% geographic area threshold. The eastern and western dipole 
regions are defined in panel (a), while the circulation analysis domain is outlined by the grey 
box in panel (b). Here, we define a daily dipole event to be the co-occurrence of: (1) daily 
maximum temperatures over 15% or more of the western domain’s land grid cells greater 
than their 84th percentile threshold, and (2) daily minimum temperatures over 15% or more 
of the eastern domain’s land grid cells less than their 16th percentile threshold. 
  

 

©2016 American Geophysical Union. All rights reserved. 

 
 

Figure 2. North American Winter Temperature Dipole (NAWTD) characteristics: Time-
series (1980-2015) of (a) seasonal average of daily maximum/minimum temperatures in the 
western and eastern U.S. domains (left axis) and their difference (right axis), (b) seasonal 
average fractional area of western/eastern domains experiencing warm/cool extremes, (c) 
temperature dipole occurrence, and (d) seasonal average temperature dipole intensity.  Dipole 
intensity is defined as the difference in area-weighted average temperature between the 
western (Ta,west) and eastern (Ta,east) domain for all grid cells exceeding the extreme 
thresholds. Colors in (c) and (d) represent the minimum land fractions experiencing extremes 
used to define the dipole events. The numbers in panels (a-b) and below panels (c-d) indicate 
the linear trend magnitudes and their statistical significance in brackets. 
  

Singh et al. (2016; JGR)
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Non-robust response and nonlinearities

CAM5 simulations: 55 years per simulation 
Chen et al. (2016; JCLI)
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- Winter of 2013-14 was very cold over the 
US and Canada. It has been suggested 
that Arctic sea ice loss may have been 
responsible 

- However, recent work suggests that the 
Pacific SST’s may have been the 
proximate cause

extratropics for SST EOFs computed from both the global and Pacific regions. We therefore conclude that
the winter of 2014 over North America was favored by the prevailing NPM SST anomaly pattern over the
Pacific Ocean.

Wang et al. [2013] explore the influence of SST modes on North American weather. They estimate that the
three leading modes they consider explain about 50% of the total effect of SST on North American climate,
but the modes they considered in the Pacific correspond roughly to the ENSO mode and the PDO mode
(or Kuroshio extension mode), and they do not consider the NPM described here. Since our analysis shows
that the second and third modes explain the same amount of variance, any linear combination of the two
is as valid a representation as either mode alone. Since the third mode reaches large amplitude during the
period of interest, while the first and second modes are near neutral, it is meaningful to consider only the
third mode in detail here.
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Surface Air Temperature

Observations (Nov.-Mar. 2013-14)

Regression of model ensemble onto SST pattern

Hartmann (2015; GRL)

Winter of 2013-14 was unusually cold…

Snow cover (white)
Jan. 6, 2014

Which way does causality point?
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Coupled vs. AMIP simulations

summer (Fig. 4b). Subtracting the coupled and un-
coupled thermal responses in DJF reveals a similar
global structure as that in the annual mean, with ;30%
larger magnitudes in the free troposphere at high lati-
tudes (Fig. 4c).
Zonal wind in DICE_coupled shows a significant

negative NAM response that is approximately twice as
strong in DJF than in the annual mean, with maximum
easterly (westerly) wind anomalies ;2ms21 at 608N
(;0.75ms21 at 358N) in the upper troposphere (Fig. 4d;
note the different color scale compared to Fig. 3d). In
the SH, the DJF zonal wind response in DICE_coupled
resembles the negative phase of the southern annular
mode (SAM), with negative anomalies on the poleward
side of the jet and positive anomalies on the equator-
ward flank; however, only the negative anomalies are
significant. Thus, relative to the climatological jet posi-
tion, the extratropical zonal wind responses in DJF in
DICE_coupled are analogous between the two hemi-
spheres. The DJF extratropical zonal wind responses in

DICE_atm are similar in structure but weaker in mag-
nitude compared to those in DICE_coupled, and only
the NH anomalies are significant (Fig. 4e). The main
impact of atmosphere–ocean coupling in DJF is to sig-
nificantly enhance the strength of the easterly wind re-
sponse at northern high latitudes by ;35% (Fig. 4f and
Table 2).

c. Role of Arctic sea ice loss in GHG-forced
temperature and zonal wind responses

We can estimate the role of Arctic sea ice loss in
CCSM4’s response to RCP8.5 radiative forcing at the
end of the twenty-first century by comparing DRPC8.5
andDICE_coupled. It is worth clarifying that although it
takes approximately a century for the AMOC to adjust
to the sudden reduction ofArctic sea ice in ICE_coupled_
21, the atmosphere adjusts much more rapidly (within
20yr; not shown). Furthermore, the gradual loss of Arctic
sea ice over the course of the twenty-first century in the
RCP8.5 simulation allows the atmosphere to remain in

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for December–February averages. Note the different U(z) color scale compared to Fig. 3.
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Figure 1. Climatological seasonal blocking frequency for the three indices using the MERRA

reanalysis from 1980-2012. Red (blue) boxes denote regions where robust increases (decreases)

in blocking frequency are found over the 1990-2012 period, as shown in Fig. 2b.
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3 different blocking metric climatologies 

B1D: Barnes et al . (2012) 
D2D: Dunn-Sigouin et al. (2013) 
M2D: Masato et al. (2013)

- 3 blocking identification methods 
- 4 seasons 
- 4 reanalyses 
- 3 different time periods

possible and to demonstrate a framework to predict the

response of blocking to increased greenhouse gas forcing.

1.1 Previous blocking indices

Figure 1 depicts the 500 mb geopotential height (Z500),

potential temperature on the 2 pvu potential vorticity sur-

face (h2) and the 500 mb zonal wind (u500) on February 14,
1994, where a blocking anticyclone has formed over Eur-

ope and will persist for more than a week. All fields show a
reversal in their meridional gradients, a characterstic of

overturning and blocking of the westerlies. While some

studies identify blocking events by searching for the large
anticyclonic anomalies (Dole and Gordon 1983; Schwierz

et al. 2004; Ioannidou and Yau 2008; Croci-Maspoli et al.

2007), others use a reversal of the mean flow to signify a
block (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990; Pelly and Hoskins 2003;

Barriopedro et al. 2006; Scaife et al. 2010). Barriopedro

et al. (2010a, b) made a recent attempt to combine the two
approaches and Barriopedro et al. (2010a) contains a useful

review of previous blocking indices. We will reserve the

term ‘‘index’’ for the approach and parameters used to
determine whether a reversal in Z500, h2 or u500 has

occurred.

1.1.1 Geopotential height indices

The most common blocking index is based on the work of
Lejanäs and Økland (1983) and looks for a reversal in the

Z500 gradient in the midlatitudes. This index was modified

by Tibaldi and Molteni (1990) (TM) to require a minimum
westerly flow north of the reversal in order to ensure that

the jet stream was indeed being split around the block. TM

also allowed a small latitudinal shifting of the block by
additionally searching 4! north and south of a constant

latitude /c.

The standard TM criterion defines a single, instanta-

neously blocked longitude by observing the geopotential
height field at each of three latitudes, namely,

/N ¼ /c þ
3

2
d/

! "
þ D;

/M ¼ /c þ
1

2
d/

! "
þ D;

/S ¼ /c #
1

2
d/

! "
þ D:

ð1Þ

Here, /c is the center latitude about which the sampling

locations of Z500 are defined (50!N for TM parameter
values), and d/ depends on the meridional extent of blocks.

TM chose d/ = 20! due to the typical scale of blocking

anticyclones, while others have reduced the scale to 15!
(Tyrlis and Hoskins 2008b; Pelly and Hoskins 2003). These

definitions allow a shift of D ¼ #4o; 0o; 4o latitude to
account for blocks that aren’t located directly on /c.

For a longitude to be blocked according to TM, the

following criteria must hold:

GHGS ¼ DZð/M ;/SÞ
ð/M # /SÞ

¼ Zð/MÞ # Zð/SÞ
ð/M # /SÞ

;

GHGN ¼ DZð/N ;/MÞ
ð/N # /MÞ

¼ Zð/NÞ # Zð/MÞ
ð/N # /MÞ

;

GHGS[Emin;

GHGN\Wmin:

ð2Þ

In TM, Emin is given a value of 0 meters per degree latitude

and thus requires that easterly flow is present equatorward

of the blocking region (a characteristic evident in Fig. 1c).
Wmin is set to -10 meters per degree latitude in TM, which

corresponds to a geostrophic westerly wind of approxi-
mately 8 m/s poleward of the block. Figure 2 shows a

simple schematic of the relationship between the latitudes

of interest and the region of high geopotential height.

Fig. 1 A blocking anticyclone over Europe on February 14, 1994 as seen in the a 500 mb geopotential height field, b potential temperature field
on the PV = 2 surface and c 500 mb zonal wind. Contours are drawn every 0.1 km, 10 K and 10 m/s with cool colors denoting lower values
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1. Introduction

Faster-than-linear decline in Arctic sea ice has become
the most visible sign of Arctic warming (Stroeve
et al., 2012). Sea ice area, extent and volume reached
historical low points in September 2012 (Parkinson
and Comiso, 2013), breaking previous records set in
2007 or 2011. The steep downward trend has outpaced
most scientific predictions, and fuels concern about
global implications of Arctic warming and low sea
ice conditions. Recent studies explore links between
Arctic warming and mid-latitude winters or weather
extremes (Screen and Simmonds, 2013), including the
dramatic experience of Superstorm Sandy (Greene et al.,
2013). Decreased summer Arctic sea-ice extent has
been linked to the development of high-amplitude wave
patterns during winter, increasing the frequency cold
weather outbreaks across the mid-latitudes (Overland
and Wang, 2010; Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Tang et al.,
2013). Observations also indicate a connection between
amplified wave patterns driven by changes in Arctic
climate and increased early winter snowfall, early snow
melt, extreme summer heat and drought (Francis and
Vavrus, 2012; Greene and Monger, 2012; Liu et al.,
2012; Petoukhov et al., 2012; Greene et al., 2013).

* Correspondence to: L. C. Hamilton, Department of Sociology,
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, USA. E-mail:
Lawrence.Hamilton@unh.edu

News media reports have picked up on this research,
quoting scientists and repeating their suggestions that
mid-latitude weather is responding to Arctic change.
Stories have made these connections at scales ranging
from global or national (Conan and Harris, 2011;
Fogarty, 2012; Gillis and Foster, 2012) down to local
(Eichorn, 2013; Weber and Huttner, 2013). Media
discussion of possible Arctic effects spiked following
Superstorm Sandy (Fischetti, 2012; O’Hanlon, 2012)
and several new studies (Morin, 2013 and Stone, 2013
after Tang et al., 2013).

What does the general public make of this research
and its media manifestations? On a series of recent
surveys, we asked whether people think that future Arctic
warming will affect the weather where they live. Almost
all respondents say they think that Arctic warming would
have at least some effects. Partisan and educational dif-
ferences emerge, however, on whether such effects would
be major. That belief varies with daily temperature,
as well.

This article builds on earlier work that analysed
how individual characteristics and weather influence
beliefs about the reality of anthropogenic climate change
(Hamilton and Stampone, 2013). The previous article
examined surveys conducted from spring 2010 through
summer 2012. For this analysis of Arctic/weather beliefs,
we employ more recent surveys conducted from fall
2012 through spring 2013.

© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society

If the Arctic region becomes warmer in the future, do you think that will have 
major effects, minor effects or no effects on the weather where you live?  

 [1500 interviews of New Hampshire residents]

Hamilton and Lemcke-Stampone (2013; IJC)
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If the Arctic region becomes warmer in the future, do you think that will have 
major effects, minor effects or no effects on the weather where you live?  

 [1500 interviews of New Hampshire residents]

major effects: 60%
minor effects: 29%
no effects: 5%
don’t know: 6%

Hamilton and Lemcke-Stampone (2013; IJC)
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Figure 1. Believe Arctic warming would have major effects on the weather where you live, by individual characteristics, temperature and survey.
p values are probabilities from design-based F tests for null hypothesis of no association.

Analysing belief in anthropogenic climate change,
Hamilton and Stampone (2013) found a tempera-
ture × party interaction, such that temperature effects
(monotonic) occurred mainly amongst Independent
rather than partisan voters. We tested for similar party
differences in temperature effects by including a three-
way temp2 × temp2 × party interaction in models for
arcweath , but the three-way terms prove nonsignificant.
A three-way graph analogous to the right panel Figure 2
would show three U-shaped curves that differ mainly in
height: Democrats high, Republicans low, Independents
in between. From this evidence, temperature anomalies
exert roughly similar quadratic effects on respondents
of each party. Alternative specifications using an ordinal
version of arcweath , coding education and politics each
with seven categories instead of three, or including addi-
tional background variables as predictors, all complicated
the models without improving their fit. We also tested
versions using temperature-anomaly windows ranging
from one to 7 d (the interview and six previous days).
The quadratic term was significant for most of these
windows, but a 2-d window provided the best fit (judged
by AIC or F statistic), in agreement with previous studies
(Egan and Mullin, 2012; Hamilton and Stampone, 2013).

4. Discussion

On the basis of data representing just one US state, our
results invite replication. With that caveat, the finding

Table 2. Predictors of belief that Arctic warming would have
major effects on weather where you live.

Predictor Coefficient SE Odds p

Gender (F) –0.142 0.125 0.868 0.257
Age 0.003 0.004 1.003 0.456
Party

Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.801 0.204 0.449 0.000
Republican −1.258 0.165 0.284 0.000

Education 0.217 0.099 1.242 0.029
Education × Party

Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.161 0.167 0.852 0.335
Republican –0.303 0.135 0.738 0.025

Temp2 –0.050 0.037 0.951 0.174
Temp2 × temp2 0.012 0.004 1.012 0.005
Survey

Fall 2012 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter 2013 –0.028 0.167 0.973 0.869
Spring 2013 –0.136 0.185 0.873 0.461

Constant 0.923 0.287 2.517 0.001

Results from probability-weighted logit regression (estimation sample
n = 1551).

that almost 90% of respondents think that Arctic warming
would affect weather where they live, and 60% think such
effects would be major, suggests a notable diffusion of
scientific concern. Two analytical findings visualized in
Figure 2 explore variation in these beliefs.
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Figure 1. Believe Arctic warming would have major effects on the weather where you live, by individual characteristics, temperature and survey.
p values are probabilities from design-based F tests for null hypothesis of no association.

Analysing belief in anthropogenic climate change,
Hamilton and Stampone (2013) found a tempera-
ture × party interaction, such that temperature effects
(monotonic) occurred mainly amongst Independent
rather than partisan voters. We tested for similar party
differences in temperature effects by including a three-
way temp2 × temp2 × party interaction in models for
arcweath , but the three-way terms prove nonsignificant.
A three-way graph analogous to the right panel Figure 2
would show three U-shaped curves that differ mainly in
height: Democrats high, Republicans low, Independents
in between. From this evidence, temperature anomalies
exert roughly similar quadratic effects on respondents
of each party. Alternative specifications using an ordinal
version of arcweath , coding education and politics each
with seven categories instead of three, or including addi-
tional background variables as predictors, all complicated
the models without improving their fit. We also tested
versions using temperature-anomaly windows ranging
from one to 7 d (the interview and six previous days).
The quadratic term was significant for most of these
windows, but a 2-d window provided the best fit (judged
by AIC or F statistic), in agreement with previous studies
(Egan and Mullin, 2012; Hamilton and Stampone, 2013).

4. Discussion

On the basis of data representing just one US state, our
results invite replication. With that caveat, the finding

Table 2. Predictors of belief that Arctic warming would have
major effects on weather where you live.

Predictor Coefficient SE Odds p

Gender (F) –0.142 0.125 0.868 0.257
Age 0.003 0.004 1.003 0.456
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Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.801 0.204 0.449 0.000
Republican −1.258 0.165 0.284 0.000
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Independent –0.161 0.167 0.852 0.335
Republican –0.303 0.135 0.738 0.025

Temp2 –0.050 0.037 0.951 0.174
Temp2 × temp2 0.012 0.004 1.012 0.005
Survey

Fall 2012 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter 2013 –0.028 0.167 0.973 0.869
Spring 2013 –0.136 0.185 0.873 0.461

Constant 0.923 0.287 2.517 0.001

Results from probability-weighted logit regression (estimation sample
n = 1551).

that almost 90% of respondents think that Arctic warming
would affect weather where they live, and 60% think such
effects would be major, suggests a notable diffusion of
scientific concern. Two analytical findings visualized in
Figure 2 explore variation in these beliefs.
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Analysing belief in anthropogenic climate change,
Hamilton and Stampone (2013) found a tempera-
ture × party interaction, such that temperature effects
(monotonic) occurred mainly amongst Independent
rather than partisan voters. We tested for similar party
differences in temperature effects by including a three-
way temp2 × temp2 × party interaction in models for
arcweath , but the three-way terms prove nonsignificant.
A three-way graph analogous to the right panel Figure 2
would show three U-shaped curves that differ mainly in
height: Democrats high, Republicans low, Independents
in between. From this evidence, temperature anomalies
exert roughly similar quadratic effects on respondents
of each party. Alternative specifications using an ordinal
version of arcweath , coding education and politics each
with seven categories instead of three, or including addi-
tional background variables as predictors, all complicated
the models without improving their fit. We also tested
versions using temperature-anomaly windows ranging
from one to 7 d (the interview and six previous days).
The quadratic term was significant for most of these
windows, but a 2-d window provided the best fit (judged
by AIC or F statistic), in agreement with previous studies
(Egan and Mullin, 2012; Hamilton and Stampone, 2013).

4. Discussion

On the basis of data representing just one US state, our
results invite replication. With that caveat, the finding

Table 2. Predictors of belief that Arctic warming would have
major effects on weather where you live.

Predictor Coefficient SE Odds p

Gender (F) –0.142 0.125 0.868 0.257
Age 0.003 0.004 1.003 0.456
Party

Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.801 0.204 0.449 0.000
Republican −1.258 0.165 0.284 0.000

Education 0.217 0.099 1.242 0.029
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Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.161 0.167 0.852 0.335
Republican –0.303 0.135 0.738 0.025

Temp2 –0.050 0.037 0.951 0.174
Temp2 × temp2 0.012 0.004 1.012 0.005
Survey

Fall 2012 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter 2013 –0.028 0.167 0.973 0.869
Spring 2013 –0.136 0.185 0.873 0.461

Constant 0.923 0.287 2.517 0.001

Results from probability-weighted logit regression (estimation sample
n = 1551).

that almost 90% of respondents think that Arctic warming
would affect weather where they live, and 60% think such
effects would be major, suggests a notable diffusion of
scientific concern. Two analytical findings visualized in
Figure 2 explore variation in these beliefs.
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but exhibit consistently strong partisan divisions that grow wider with education. Belief in an Arctic/weather connection
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warm or cool days, respondents are more likely to think that Arctic warming would have major effects on their weather.
This unscientific response seems to mirror the scientific discussion about extremes.
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1. Introduction

Faster-than-linear decline in Arctic sea ice has become
the most visible sign of Arctic warming (Stroeve
et al., 2012). Sea ice area, extent and volume reached
historical low points in September 2012 (Parkinson
and Comiso, 2013), breaking previous records set in
2007 or 2011. The steep downward trend has outpaced
most scientific predictions, and fuels concern about
global implications of Arctic warming and low sea
ice conditions. Recent studies explore links between
Arctic warming and mid-latitude winters or weather
extremes (Screen and Simmonds, 2013), including the
dramatic experience of Superstorm Sandy (Greene et al.,
2013). Decreased summer Arctic sea-ice extent has
been linked to the development of high-amplitude wave
patterns during winter, increasing the frequency cold
weather outbreaks across the mid-latitudes (Overland
and Wang, 2010; Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Tang et al.,
2013). Observations also indicate a connection between
amplified wave patterns driven by changes in Arctic
climate and increased early winter snowfall, early snow
melt, extreme summer heat and drought (Francis and
Vavrus, 2012; Greene and Monger, 2012; Liu et al.,
2012; Petoukhov et al., 2012; Greene et al., 2013).

* Correspondence to: L. C. Hamilton, Department of Sociology,
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824, USA. E-mail:
Lawrence.Hamilton@unh.edu

News media reports have picked up on this research,
quoting scientists and repeating their suggestions that
mid-latitude weather is responding to Arctic change.
Stories have made these connections at scales ranging
from global or national (Conan and Harris, 2011;
Fogarty, 2012; Gillis and Foster, 2012) down to local
(Eichorn, 2013; Weber and Huttner, 2013). Media
discussion of possible Arctic effects spiked following
Superstorm Sandy (Fischetti, 2012; O’Hanlon, 2012)
and several new studies (Morin, 2013 and Stone, 2013
after Tang et al., 2013).

What does the general public make of this research
and its media manifestations? On a series of recent
surveys, we asked whether people think that future Arctic
warming will affect the weather where they live. Almost
all respondents say they think that Arctic warming would
have at least some effects. Partisan and educational dif-
ferences emerge, however, on whether such effects would
be major. That belief varies with daily temperature,
as well.

This article builds on earlier work that analysed
how individual characteristics and weather influence
beliefs about the reality of anthropogenic climate change
(Hamilton and Stampone, 2013). The previous article
examined surveys conducted from spring 2010 through
summer 2012. For this analysis of Arctic/weather beliefs,
we employ more recent surveys conducted from fall
2012 through spring 2013.

© 2013 Royal Meteorological Society

If the Arctic region becomes warmer in the future, do you think that will have 
major effects, minor effects or no effects on the weather where you live?  

 [1500 interviews of New Hampshire residents]

major effects: 60%
minor effects: 29%
no effects: 5%
don’t know: 6%
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Figure 1. Believe Arctic warming would have major effects on the weather where you live, by individual characteristics, temperature and survey.
p values are probabilities from design-based F tests for null hypothesis of no association.

Analysing belief in anthropogenic climate change,
Hamilton and Stampone (2013) found a tempera-
ture × party interaction, such that temperature effects
(monotonic) occurred mainly amongst Independent
rather than partisan voters. We tested for similar party
differences in temperature effects by including a three-
way temp2 × temp2 × party interaction in models for
arcweath , but the three-way terms prove nonsignificant.
A three-way graph analogous to the right panel Figure 2
would show three U-shaped curves that differ mainly in
height: Democrats high, Republicans low, Independents
in between. From this evidence, temperature anomalies
exert roughly similar quadratic effects on respondents
of each party. Alternative specifications using an ordinal
version of arcweath , coding education and politics each
with seven categories instead of three, or including addi-
tional background variables as predictors, all complicated
the models without improving their fit. We also tested
versions using temperature-anomaly windows ranging
from one to 7 d (the interview and six previous days).
The quadratic term was significant for most of these
windows, but a 2-d window provided the best fit (judged
by AIC or F statistic), in agreement with previous studies
(Egan and Mullin, 2012; Hamilton and Stampone, 2013).

4. Discussion

On the basis of data representing just one US state, our
results invite replication. With that caveat, the finding

Table 2. Predictors of belief that Arctic warming would have
major effects on weather where you live.

Predictor Coefficient SE Odds p

Gender (F) –0.142 0.125 0.868 0.257
Age 0.003 0.004 1.003 0.456
Party

Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.801 0.204 0.449 0.000
Republican −1.258 0.165 0.284 0.000

Education 0.217 0.099 1.242 0.029
Education × Party

Democrat . . . . . . . . . . . .
Independent –0.161 0.167 0.852 0.335
Republican –0.303 0.135 0.738 0.025

Temp2 –0.050 0.037 0.951 0.174
Temp2 × temp2 0.012 0.004 1.012 0.005
Survey

Fall 2012 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winter 2013 –0.028 0.167 0.973 0.869
Spring 2013 –0.136 0.185 0.873 0.461

Constant 0.923 0.287 2.517 0.001

Results from probability-weighted logit regression (estimation sample
n = 1551).

that almost 90% of respondents think that Arctic warming
would affect weather where they live, and 60% think such
effects would be major, suggests a notable diffusion of
scientific concern. Two analytical findings visualized in
Figure 2 explore variation in these beliefs.
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Figure 1. Examples of the (a) SeaMaxMin and (b) DayMaxMin meridional wave extent metrics

for (a) Jun.-Aug. 2009 and (b) Aug. 29, 2009 over the AtlanticNA region. In both panels, the

5700 m Z500 isopleth is used and the vertical black bars denote the resulting meridional extent.
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Fig. 7. (a-c) JFM mean daily wave extent as a function of Z500 isopleth for the Historical (1980-
2004; black) and Long-term (2076-2099; red) with the green line denoting 1980-2004 values from
ERA-Interim. (c) As in (b), except the curves are centered on the multi-model mean isopleth
with the maximum extent. (d) As in (b) except the red-crosses denote the Long-term response
explained solely by the hypsometric approximation (see text for details). In all panels, the y-axis
is oriented so that the North Pole is at the top of each panel. Colored circles denote the position
of the multi-model mean maximum extent. Dashed lines denote the 10th-90th percentile range of
the models. All curves have been smoothed twice with a non-recursive 1-2-1 filter.
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Fig. 7. (a-c) JFM mean daily wave extent as a function of Z500 isopleth for the Historical (1980-
2004; black) and Long-term (2076-2099; red) with the green line denoting 1980-2004 values from
ERA-Interim. (c) As in (b), except the curves are centered on the multi-model mean isopleth
with the maximum extent. (d) As in (b) except the red-crosses denote the Long-term response
explained solely by the hypsometric approximation (see text for details). In all panels, the y-axis
is oriented so that the North Pole is at the top of each panel. Colored circles denote the position
of the multi-model mean maximum extent. Dashed lines denote the 10th-90th percentile range of
the models. All curves have been smoothed twice with a non-recursive 1-2-1 filter.
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 7b but as a function of the average latitude of the isopleth (y-axis) and for all
four seasons.
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Figure 1. Examples of the (a) SeaMaxMin and (b) DayMaxMin meridional wave extent metrics

for (a) Jun.-Aug. 2009 and (b) Aug. 29, 2009 over the AtlanticNA region. In both panels, the

5700 m Z500 isopleth is used and the vertical black bars denote the resulting meridional extent.
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Fig. 7. (a-c) JFM mean daily wave extent as a function of Z500 isopleth for the Historical (1980-
2004; black) and Long-term (2076-2099; red) with the green line denoting 1980-2004 values from
ERA-Interim. (c) As in (b), except the curves are centered on the multi-model mean isopleth
with the maximum extent. (d) As in (b) except the red-crosses denote the Long-term response
explained solely by the hypsometric approximation (see text for details). In all panels, the y-axis
is oriented so that the North Pole is at the top of each panel. Colored circles denote the position
of the multi-model mean maximum extent. Dashed lines denote the 10th-90th percentile range of
the models. All curves have been smoothed twice with a non-recursive 1-2-1 filter.
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Fig. 7. (a-c) JFM mean daily wave extent as a function of Z500 isopleth for the Historical (1980-
2004; black) and Long-term (2076-2099; red) with the green line denoting 1980-2004 values from
ERA-Interim. (c) As in (b), except the curves are centered on the multi-model mean isopleth
with the maximum extent. (d) As in (b) except the red-crosses denote the Long-term response
explained solely by the hypsometric approximation (see text for details). In all panels, the y-axis
is oriented so that the North Pole is at the top of each panel. Colored circles denote the position
of the multi-model mean maximum extent. Dashed lines denote the 10th-90th percentile range of
the models. All curves have been smoothed twice with a non-recursive 1-2-1 filter.
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with the maximum extent. (d) As in (b) except the red-crosses denote the Long-term response
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maximum remains relatively constant with climate warming, with only a small increase in the multi-model335

mean wave extent for the largest waves. The model spread is very large, with nearly the same number of336

models showing increases as showing decreases at this location (see Fig. 3g or Fig. 5f). This analysis further337

demonstrates that the results shown in Fig. 2g and Fig. 3g are not sensitive to the use of the maximum338

wave extent as a diagnostic. Finally, we have repeated the wave extent analysis for all of the four seasons339

(not shown), and we find that the results are either consistent with what is shown for JFM, or the wave340

extent distributions exhibit decreases (not increases) over the 21st Century.341

Barnes (2013) argued that shifts in wave activity from one Z500 isopleth to another could be due solely to342

the fact that the high-latitudes are warming more than low-latitudes, and thus, by the hypsometric equation,343

the isopleths will shift poleward. In this instance, the wave extents and the latitude of wave activity could344

remain unchanged but manifest itself on higher isopleths. To test how much of the modeled wave extent345

response in Fig. 7b is due to this simple hypsometric argument, Fig. 7d shows the same curves as in Fig.346

7b, but with the addition of the Long-Term response calculated solely from the hypsometric equation (red347

crosses). The change in the isopleths (∆z) approximated by the hypsometric equation is348

∆z =
R ·∆T

g
· ln

!

p1

p2

"

, (1)

where ∆T is the change in the average temperature of the 1000-500 hPa layer over the polar North Amer-349

ica/North Atlantic sector, p1 = 1000 hPa, p2 = 500 hPa, R = 287 J/kg·K is the specific gas constant for dry350

air, and g = 9.8 m/s is the gravitational constant.351

From Fig. 7d, it is clear that hypsometric approximation alone (red crosses) is able to account for nearly352

the entire multi-model mean response in wave extent by 2100 (i.e. the red crosses align with the actual353

Long-Term response shown in solid red). This strongly supports the idea that the increase in wave extent354

for a specific isopleth (e.g. 5.4 km) seen in Fig. 7b is due to a shift of wave activity from one isopleth355

another, with no robust change in the behavior of the waves themselves.356

These results demonstrate the importance of analyzing wave activity over a range of isopleths when357

comparing present-day and future circulations, as an increase in high-latitude temperatures could induce a358

shift in wave activity from one isopleth to another with no change in the wave activity. This effect may be359
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Fig. 7. (a-c) JFM mean daily wave extent as a function of Z500 isopleth for the Historical (1980-2004;
black) and Long-term (2076-2099; red) with the green line denoting 1980-2004 values from ERA-Interim.
(c) As in (b), except the curves are centered on the multi-model mean isopleth with the maximum extent.
(d) As in (b) except the red-crosses denote the Long-Term response explained solely by the hypsometric
approximation (see text for details). In all panels, the y-axis is oriented so that the North Pole is at the
top of each panel. Colored circles denote the position of the multi-model mean maximum extent. Dashed
lines denote the 10th-90th percentile range of the models. All curves have been smoothed twice with a
non-recursive 1-2-1 filter.
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- Has been suggested that wave amplitude increases with Arctic amplification  
(Francis & Vavrus (2012; GRL)) 

- Let’s look further into the CMIP5 wave amplitude response 

- other seasons show decreases everywhere
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Nonlinear response
with that of the sum of the individual responses in ICE out and ICE in, we can quantify the
extent to which the response is linear to forcing at di↵erent polar locations. Both responses
exhibit an equatorward jet shift of the North Pacific jet-stream (Fig. 6a,b), however, the
jet in the ICE total simulation shifts further equatorward than the sum of the two separate
simulations. Note that this nonlinearity is strongest in December/January, while the response
is much more linear in the late winter and early spring (Fig. 6c). Preliminary analysis
suggests that the nonlinearities are driven by tropospheric dynamics. Similar analysis was
performed for the North Atlantic, and while this basin also exhibits a nonlinear response, the
nonlinearity is strongest in spring and suggestive of a stratospheric influence (not shown).
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Figure 6: Response of 500 hPa zonal wind over the North
Pacific basin to sea ice changes as a function of month
from WACCM. Response in (a) sea ice changes over the
entire polar region, (b) sea ice changes inside the Arctic
Circle plus sea ice changes outside of the Arctic Circle (c)
the di↵erence between a and b. Contours denote the sea-
sonal cycle of the zonal winds in the control. Gray crosses
denote locations with di↵erences significant at 95%.

We have also completed a set of prelimi-
nary simulations using the dry dynamical core to
qunatify the linearity of the jet response to forc-
ing at di↵erent altitudes and latitudes (Fig. 4a),
and the results are displayed in Fig. 4c. The
black circles denote the change in jet position
when heating in the tropical upper-troposphere
and polar lower-troposphere is present while the
green circles denote the sum of the two individ-
ual simulations (those shown in Fig. 4b). First,
the jet shifts poleward in all months due to the
stronger influence of the low-latitude warming
compared to the high-latitude warming. Second,
in the summer and winter, the jet shift is some-
what linear, with the green and black circles ly-
ing near each other. However, the shoulder sea-
sons exhibit marked nonlinear behavior, with the
“BOTH” simulation showing a much larger jet
shift than when one simply adds the two simula-
tions together.

2.5 Objective C: uncertainty in
future projections

Internal atmospheric variability is a signif-
icant challenge for producing and interpreting
projections of the circulation in the 21st century
and beyond (e.g. Deser et al., 2012; Kay et al.,
2015). Due to the chaotic nature of the atmo-
sphere, small variations in initial conditions can
produce wildly di↵erent projections of the trends
in temperature and circulation over the next 50

years. In addition to this inherent potentially irreducible uncertainty, climate models vary
substantially in their ability to simulate the midlatitude circulation over the historical period.
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Fig. 1. Seasonal cycle of sea ice concentration (SIC; %) averaged over the a) late 20th century 716"
(1980-1999), b) late 21st century (2080-2099), and c) their difference. Panels a) and b) are 717"
obtained from the fully-coupled WACCM historical run and RCP8.5 run, respectively. Dashed 718"
circle in c) denotes the Arctic Circle (66.6◦N). d) Surface heat flux (W m−2) response (positive 719"
upward) in ∆ICEtotal, based on the sum of the turbulent and long wave radiative fluxes. 720"
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Nonlinear response
with that of the sum of the individual responses in ICE out and ICE in, we can quantify the
extent to which the response is linear to forcing at di↵erent polar locations. Both responses
exhibit an equatorward jet shift of the North Pacific jet-stream (Fig. 6a,b), however, the
jet in the ICE total simulation shifts further equatorward than the sum of the two separate
simulations. Note that this nonlinearity is strongest in December/January, while the response
is much more linear in the late winter and early spring (Fig. 6c). Preliminary analysis
suggests that the nonlinearities are driven by tropospheric dynamics. Similar analysis was
performed for the North Atlantic, and while this basin also exhibits a nonlinear response, the
nonlinearity is strongest in spring and suggestive of a stratospheric influence (not shown).
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Figure 6: Response of 500 hPa zonal wind over the North
Pacific basin to sea ice changes as a function of month
from WACCM. Response in (a) sea ice changes over the
entire polar region, (b) sea ice changes inside the Arctic
Circle plus sea ice changes outside of the Arctic Circle (c)
the di↵erence between a and b. Contours denote the sea-
sonal cycle of the zonal winds in the control. Gray crosses
denote locations with di↵erences significant at 95%.

We have also completed a set of prelimi-
nary simulations using the dry dynamical core to
qunatify the linearity of the jet response to forc-
ing at di↵erent altitudes and latitudes (Fig. 4a),
and the results are displayed in Fig. 4c. The
black circles denote the change in jet position
when heating in the tropical upper-troposphere
and polar lower-troposphere is present while the
green circles denote the sum of the two individ-
ual simulations (those shown in Fig. 4b). First,
the jet shifts poleward in all months due to the
stronger influence of the low-latitude warming
compared to the high-latitude warming. Second,
in the summer and winter, the jet shift is some-
what linear, with the green and black circles ly-
ing near each other. However, the shoulder sea-
sons exhibit marked nonlinear behavior, with the
“BOTH” simulation showing a much larger jet
shift than when one simply adds the two simula-
tions together.

2.5 Objective C: uncertainty in
future projections

Internal atmospheric variability is a signif-
icant challenge for producing and interpreting
projections of the circulation in the 21st century
and beyond (e.g. Deser et al., 2012; Kay et al.,
2015). Due to the chaotic nature of the atmo-
sphere, small variations in initial conditions can
produce wildly di↵erent projections of the trends
in temperature and circulation over the next 50

years. In addition to this inherent potentially irreducible uncertainty, climate models vary
substantially in their ability to simulate the midlatitude circulation over the historical period.
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Nonlinear response
with that of the sum of the individual responses in ICE out and ICE in, we can quantify the
extent to which the response is linear to forcing at di↵erent polar locations. Both responses
exhibit an equatorward jet shift of the North Pacific jet-stream (Fig. 6a,b), however, the
jet in the ICE total simulation shifts further equatorward than the sum of the two separate
simulations. Note that this nonlinearity is strongest in December/January, while the response
is much more linear in the late winter and early spring (Fig. 6c). Preliminary analysis
suggests that the nonlinearities are driven by tropospheric dynamics. Similar analysis was
performed for the North Atlantic, and while this basin also exhibits a nonlinear response, the
nonlinearity is strongest in spring and suggestive of a stratospheric influence (not shown).
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Figure 6: Response of 500 hPa zonal wind over the North
Pacific basin to sea ice changes as a function of month
from WACCM. Response in (a) sea ice changes over the
entire polar region, (b) sea ice changes inside the Arctic
Circle plus sea ice changes outside of the Arctic Circle (c)
the di↵erence between a and b. Contours denote the sea-
sonal cycle of the zonal winds in the control. Gray crosses
denote locations with di↵erences significant at 95%.

We have also completed a set of prelimi-
nary simulations using the dry dynamical core to
qunatify the linearity of the jet response to forc-
ing at di↵erent altitudes and latitudes (Fig. 4a),
and the results are displayed in Fig. 4c. The
black circles denote the change in jet position
when heating in the tropical upper-troposphere
and polar lower-troposphere is present while the
green circles denote the sum of the two individ-
ual simulations (those shown in Fig. 4b). First,
the jet shifts poleward in all months due to the
stronger influence of the low-latitude warming
compared to the high-latitude warming. Second,
in the summer and winter, the jet shift is some-
what linear, with the green and black circles ly-
ing near each other. However, the shoulder sea-
sons exhibit marked nonlinear behavior, with the
“BOTH” simulation showing a much larger jet
shift than when one simply adds the two simula-
tions together.

2.5 Objective C: uncertainty in
future projections

Internal atmospheric variability is a signif-
icant challenge for producing and interpreting
projections of the circulation in the 21st century
and beyond (e.g. Deser et al., 2012; Kay et al.,
2015). Due to the chaotic nature of the atmo-
sphere, small variations in initial conditions can
produce wildly di↵erent projections of the trends
in temperature and circulation over the next 50

years. In addition to this inherent potentially irreducible uncertainty, climate models vary
substantially in their ability to simulate the midlatitude circulation over the historical period.
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with that of the sum of the individual responses in ICE out and ICE in, we can quantify the
extent to which the response is linear to forcing at di↵erent polar locations. Both responses
exhibit an equatorward jet shift of the North Pacific jet-stream (Fig. 6a,b), however, the
jet in the ICE total simulation shifts further equatorward than the sum of the two separate
simulations. Note that this nonlinearity is strongest in December/January, while the response
is much more linear in the late winter and early spring (Fig. 6c). Preliminary analysis
suggests that the nonlinearities are driven by tropospheric dynamics. Similar analysis was
performed for the North Atlantic, and while this basin also exhibits a nonlinear response, the
nonlinearity is strongest in spring and suggestive of a stratospheric influence (not shown).
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Figure 6: Response of 500 hPa zonal wind over the North
Pacific basin to sea ice changes as a function of month
from WACCM. Response in (a) sea ice changes over the
entire polar region, (b) sea ice changes inside the Arctic
Circle plus sea ice changes outside of the Arctic Circle (c)
the di↵erence between a and b. Contours denote the sea-
sonal cycle of the zonal winds in the control. Gray crosses
denote locations with di↵erences significant at 95%.

We have also completed a set of prelimi-
nary simulations using the dry dynamical core to
qunatify the linearity of the jet response to forc-
ing at di↵erent altitudes and latitudes (Fig. 4a),
and the results are displayed in Fig. 4c. The
black circles denote the change in jet position
when heating in the tropical upper-troposphere
and polar lower-troposphere is present while the
green circles denote the sum of the two individ-
ual simulations (those shown in Fig. 4b). First,
the jet shifts poleward in all months due to the
stronger influence of the low-latitude warming
compared to the high-latitude warming. Second,
in the summer and winter, the jet shift is some-
what linear, with the green and black circles ly-
ing near each other. However, the shoulder sea-
sons exhibit marked nonlinear behavior, with the
“BOTH” simulation showing a much larger jet
shift than when one simply adds the two simula-
tions together.

2.5 Objective C: uncertainty in
future projections

Internal atmospheric variability is a signif-
icant challenge for producing and interpreting
projections of the circulation in the 21st century
and beyond (e.g. Deser et al., 2012; Kay et al.,
2015). Due to the chaotic nature of the atmo-
sphere, small variations in initial conditions can
produce wildly di↵erent projections of the trends
in temperature and circulation over the next 50

years. In addition to this inherent potentially irreducible uncertainty, climate models vary
substantially in their ability to simulate the midlatitude circulation over the historical period.
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Barnes (2013) suggest that trends in wave extents may not be robust if 

1. daily wave extents are analyzed instead of seasonal maxima and minima 

2. a larger range of isopleths are analyzed: namely, a poleward shift of the isopleths with Arctic 
amplification may appear as a change in wave extent when a narrower range is used instead

Arctic amplification and Rossby-wave scales

X - 14 BARNES: REVISITING EVIDENCE LINKING ARCTIC AMPLIFICATION & WEATHER
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Figure 2. (a,b) Two measures of observed AtlanticNA meridional geopotential isopleth extent

as a function of time for (a) JAS and (b) OND from ERA-Interim. (c) The maximum meridional

extent over a range of Z500 isopleths and (d) the Z500 isopleth with the maximum meridional

extent. Dashed lines denote the linear least-squares regression lines, with slopes given in (a-c)

deg./dec. and (d) m/dec.. Slopes statistically different from zero at 90% (95%) confidence are

enclosed in a white (colored) box.
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as a function of time for (a) JAS and (b) OND from ERA-Interim. (c) The maximum meridional

extent over a range of Z500 isopleths and (d) the Z500 isopleth with the maximum meridional

extent. Dashed lines denote the linear least-squares regression lines, with slopes given in (a-c)
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enclosed in a white (colored) box.
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Wave amplitudes in the future
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Figure 1. Examples of the (a) SeaMaxMin and (b) DayMaxMin meridional wave extent metrics

for (a) Jun.-Aug. 2009 and (b) Aug. 29, 2009 over the AtlanticNA region. In both panels, the

5700 m Z500 isopleth is used and the vertical black bars denote the resulting meridional extent.
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[8] The strength of the poleward thickness gradient deter-
mines the speed of upper-level zonal winds. As the gradient
has decreased with a warming Arctic, the upper-level zonal
winds during fall have also weakened since 1979 (Figure 3,
right), with a total reduction of about 14% (>95% confidence).
Winter winds are more variable but exhibit a steady decline
since the early 1990s. When zonal wind speed decreases, the
large-scale Rossby waves progress more slowly from west
to east, and weaker flow is also associated with higher wave
amplitudes [Palmén and Newton, 1969]. Slower progression
of upper-level waves causes more persistent weather condi-
tions that can increase the likelihood of certain types of
extreme weather, such as drought, prolonged precipitation,
cold spells, and heat waves. Previous studies support this
idea: weaker zonal-mean, upper-level wind is associated with
increased atmospheric blocking events in the northern
hemisphere [Barriopedro and Garcia-Herrera, 2006] as well
as with cold-air outbreaks in the western U.S. and Europe
[Thompson and Wallace, 2001; Vavrus et al., 2006].
[9] The second effect – ridge elongation – is also expected

in response to larger increases in 500-hPa heights at high
latitudes than at mid-latitudes. This effectively stretches the
peaks of ridges northward, as illustrated schematically in

Figure 2b, and further augments the wave amplitude. Higher
amplitude waves also tend to progress more slowly. Evi-
dence of this mechanism is investigated by selecting a narrow
range of 500 hPa heights for each season that captures the
daily wave pattern in the height field. The following ranges
were used for fall: 5600 m ! 50 m, winter: 5400 m ! 50 m,
and summer: 5700 m ! 50 m. The example in Figure 2a
illustrates an “isoheight” represented by the selected grid-
points over the study region on a typical day, which are then
analyzed to reveal changes in 500 hPa patterns over time.
[10] First row of Figures 4a–4c presents time series of the

seasonally averaged maximum latitude of daily isoheights
(corresponding to peaks of ridges) for fall, winter, and
summer. Spring is not shown because high-latitude thickness
anomalies are not statistically different from mean conditions.
The steady northward progression of ridge peaks supports
the hypothesis that AA is contributing to ridge elongation;
confidence in these trends exceeds 99%. The fall plot also
presents the time series of September sea ice extent (reversed
scale, Spearman’s correlation = "0.71) derived from passive
microwave satellite information (obtained from the National
Snow and Ice Data Center, http://nsidc.org/data/docs/noaa/
g02135_seaice_index/ [Fetterer et al., 2002]). The winter

Figure 2. Region of study: 140#W to 0#. (a) Asterisks illustrate an example of a selected range of 500 hPa heights used in
the analysis. (b) Schematic of ridge elongation (dashed vs. solid) in upper-level heights caused by enhanced warming in Arctic
relative to mid-latitudes. Higher amplitude waves progress eastward more slowly, as indicated by arrows.

Figure 3. (left) Time series of seasonal 1000–500 hPa thickness differences between 80–60#N and 50–30#N over the study
region (140#W to 0#). (right) Seasonal zonal mean winds at 500 hPa between 60–40#N over the study region. Seasons are
labeled. Data obtained from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd.
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Figure 1. Examples of the (a) SeaMaxMin and (b) DayMaxMin meridional wave extent metrics

for (a) Jun.-Aug. 2009 and (b) Aug. 29, 2009 over the AtlanticNA region. In both panels, the

5700 m Z500 isopleth is used and the vertical black bars denote the resulting meridional extent.
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Barnes (2013)

- DayMaxMin = a simple wave extent metric 

- calculate wave extents using both metrics for 3 isopleths, then average 
over the domain and the season when applicable 

- IMPORTANT: both metrics appear to have problems

Barnes (2013)


